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Chapterr  1 

Introductio n n 

1.11 Outline of thesis contents 

Theree is one domain, where silicon-based technology has limited application. It is 

generationn of light. The indirect character of the transitions from conduction to valence band makes 

lightt emission a process with a poor efficiency. In addition, due to the small energy band gap the 

photonn energy is in the infrared region. The two major approaches that are taken into consideration 

too enhance the optical properties of silicon are: 

-- alteration of the energy band gap in such a way that it changes its magnitude and becomes direct, 

whichh can be achieved by reduction of crystal size or alloying with other materials; 

-- incorporation of other optical centers like rare-earth atoms, e.g., erbium, whose properties weakly 

dependd on the host environment. 

Inn the research presented within the frame of the thesis we investigate the properties of 

siliconn nanocrystals. From the investigation conducted on the defects known from bulk silicon we 

reachh conclusive results on band structure perturbation versus decreasing size of nanocrystal. The 

approachh of tracing the variation of bulk defects behavior is very successful for relatively large 

grainss with diameters between 10 and 100 nm. Optical and magnetic resonance studies are 
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presentedd in chapters 2 and 3, respectively. Silicon nanograins-containing silica gel is investigated 

byy optical methods only, the results are presented in chapter 4. A literature overview of the existing 

resultss on silicon nanocrystals is presented later in this chapter. 

Ann alternative approach for extraction of light from silicon is doping by erbium atoms. 

Erbiumm is known as optically active center with an emission line in the infrared region. The main 

concernn here is the efficient energy transfer from the silicon crystal to the erbium atom. An 

investigationn under the condition of excitation on the backside of samples is presented in chapter 5. 

Althoughh the knowledge about defects in bulk silicon is much more comprehensive, still 

theree are several issues not completely understood, particularly the behavior of transition metals 

likee Au and Pt in silicon. In the research presented in chapter 6 we made an attempt to observe the 

isolatedd Au center by its magnetic resonance spectrum. The implanted radioactive 195Hg has 

convertedd into I95Au and that one with half-life time of 183 days into the stable isotope 195Pt. We 

didd not see any isolated Au center. We observed radioactive conversion of the AuFe into PtFe 

centerr instead. In the chapter 7 we present a theoretical analysis of the Zeeman effect and hyperfme 

interactionn of substitutional Pt~ in silicon. The analysis confirms findings reported before. 

1.22 Motivation for  the research on silicon nanocrystals 

Inn the recent ten years there has been great interest in silicon nanocrystals. It has been 

initiatedd by reporting visible photoluminescence (PL) from porous silicon observed by Canham 

[1.1].. Since then a variety of different ways of silicon nanocrystals fabrication has been developed. 

Inn most cases of various materials a visible PL has been observed. Often contradicting results about 

thee origin of the light emission are reported. In this section I will give an overview of the presented 

resultss and their elucidation about the nature of the light emission. 

Independentt on the nanocrystal formation method, we can clearly distinguish the following 

regionss of a possible origin of the light emission, as presented in figure 1.1: 

12 2 



Introduction Introduction 

-- The core of the silicon nanocrystal. Following the quantum confinement theory the size and the 

shapee should influence the electron-hole pair recombination [1.2 - 1.6]. 

-- The interface between the silicon nanocrystals and the surrounding SiCX Depending on the 

qualityy of this interface or eventual passivation of dangling bonds by hydrogen the PL emission can 

bee enhanced or suppressed by creation or annihilation of defect states [1.7, 1.8]. 

-- The surrounding SiOi matrix can be the origin of the visible PL by itself. Defects responsible for 

thee light emission can be formed during implantation and subsequent anneal [1.9]. 

Ann additional parameter that may alter mainly the decay time of the light emission is the distance 

betweenn the nanocrystals. 

Sii  nanocrysta l cor e 

Distanc ee betwee n 
Sii  nanocrystal s 

Si-SiO O 
interfac e e 

Fig.Fig. 1.1. Schematic diagram of the silicon nanocrystals embedded in silicon dioxide matrix. The 

elementselements of the system are indicated: the core of the nanoaystal, the interface between silicon and 

SiOi,SiOi, the surrounding S1O2, and the distance between the nanocrystals. The first three elements are 

assignedassigned as possible origin of the PL emission depending on the sample preparation method. 
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Thee correlation between the nanocrystal size and the energy of PL emission is typically 

understoodd within the quantum confinement theory. A nice set of experimental data that follows the 

trendd from the theoretical predictions derived by Delerue et al. [1.10] is presented by Ledoux et al. 

[1.2].. They investigated nanocrystals prepared by deposition and therefore a good control over 

nanocrystall  size could be maintained. The PL spectra and their shift to higher energies versus 

decreasingg nanocrystal sizes are presented in figure 1.2. Figure 1.3 presents the PL peak energy 

versuss nanocrystal diameter. We observe that the experimental data of emission energy show a 

weakerr dependence on the nanocrystalline diameter d (nm) than the theoretical prediction on the 

bandd gap magnitude E = £L + 3.13/d ' , where E„  is the band gap magnitude of bulk silicon 

expressedd in eV. Our results discussed in chapters 2 and 3 confirm that the band gap magnitude E is 

proportionall  to ~ l/d ' . 

i . o --

!»!» 0.8 -

dd = 2.4 nm dd = 7.0 nm 

1.44 1.2 
Energyy (eV) 

Fig.Fig. 1.2. PL emission spectra for nanocrystals in the diameter range from 2.4 to 7.0 nm. The 

nanocrystalsnanocrystals with the smallest diameters have the emission peak at 2.05 eV [1.2]. 
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Diameterr (nm) 
Fig.Fig. 1.3. Comparison of the experimental data of PL emission peak from the work of Ledoux et al. 

[1.2][1.2]  and the theoretical expectation based on the calculations of Delerue et al. [1.10]. The solid 

curvecurve represents the trend for the band gap energy in silicon nanocrystal E = E„  + 3.73Id 

wherewhere d is the diameter (nm) and E  ̂is the band gap of bulk silicon (energies in eV). 

Thee silicon core has been reported as the PL origin in the paper of Vinciguerra et al. [1.5]. The 

quantumm confinement theory can explain the PL emission shift with diminishing nanocrystal size. 

Thee observed lifetimes remain very long (about 0.3 ms) revealing the absence of nonradiative 

decayy processes in these samples. Vinciguerra et al. conclude that there is no energy transfer 
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betweenn nanocrystals and that they stay spatially separated. Wilcoxon and Samara [1.4] report that 

forr nanocrystals with diameter as small as 2 nm the observed blue PL has a radiative lifetime 

aroundd 1 ns. This is attributed to the direct recombination at the zone center. At this nanocrystal 

sizee not only the enlargement of the band gap is observed but also the band structure character 

changess from indirect to direct. Wang et al. [1.3] stress in their paper that the light emission from 

thee silicon core can be very much dependent on the quality of the Si/SiCh interface. They obtained 

veryy high quantum efficiency, around 12%. López et al. [1.6] investigate the role of the 

nanocrystallinee interface and conclude that the surface states are the Pb dangling bond centers 

[1.11]]  and they act as PL killers. Hydrogen passivation of these centers significantly enhances the 

emissionn intensity. 

Ann alternative explanation of the PL nature for materials containing Si nanocrystals is due 

too defect states at the Si/Si02 interface. Garrido et al. [ 1.7] claim that the dominant emission is a 

transitionn spatially located at the Si/SiC>2 interface with the assistance of a local Si-0 vibration. 

Similarr conclusions were reported by Zhuravlev et al. [1.8]. The experimental results suggest that 

thee mechanism of recombination occurs via the levels of centers, which are located at the boundary 

betweenn silicon and the surrounding oxide. 

Lii  et al. [1.9] provide yet another explanation of the origin of the PL from the material 

containingg Si nanocrystals. Based on PL and Raman spectroscopy of Si02 implanted by silicon ions 

theyy conclude that the emissions at 1.74 eV and 1.96 eV originate from the defects in SiC>2 layers 

causedd by ion implantation. The intensity of these lines decreases significantly with increasing 

annealingg temperature and finally disappears after annealing at T = 800 °C. Simultaneously 

emissionn at around 1.7 eV is associated with nanocrystals. Its intensity increases gradually after 

annealss between 900 and 1100 °C. When the defects in Si02 vanish, the PL emission from 

nanocrystalss becomes dominant. 

Ass we learn from the literature there is no agreement on the origin of the light emission 

fromm Si nanocrystals. It depends on many factors, among them on the way of materials preparation. 

Manyy experimental papers suggest that the visible PL from silicon nanocrystals can be explained 
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byy the quantum confinement theory. In our research we present evidence of the silicon band 

structuree perturbations for silicon nanocrystals in the range 10-100 nm. 

1.33 Motivation for  the research on transition metals in silicon 

Itt is only by the doping with suitable impurities that semiconductors become the very useful 

materialss for an impressive scale of electronic devices and applications. Without this facility silicon 

wouldd be a littl e sensational diamagnetic dielectric material with a fixed electrical resistivity of 

2300 000 Qcm at room temperature, but, due to a decrease of 8% for every degree centigrade of 

heating,, quite temperature instable. In the available processes of crystal growth and modification 

thee nature of the doping impurity can be widely selected from the periodic table and the 

concentrationn can be chosen over a wide range. The very characteristic feature of the 

semiconductorr is the existence of valence bands at lower energy separated by an energy gap, in 

whichh no electron states exist, from conduction bands at higher energy. In the perfectly pure and 

defect-freee crystal and at zero temperature the valence band states are fully occupied by electrons, 

ass opposed to the conduction bands, which are empty. Conduction can be achieved by doping with 

donorr impurities, which easily ionize and feed electrons into the conduction band. In a similar 

complementaryy process acceptor impurities can create holes, a concept describing missing 

electrons,, in the valence bands. This option of inducing conductivity in two bands is the basis for 

thee construction of bipolar devices, such as p-n junctions as discussed in chapter 5, and bipolar 

transistors.. The electronics industry is based on these technological opportunities. 

AA not strictly defined but still very useful concept is to distinguish between centers creating 

shalloww levels and deep levels, respectively. Shallow levels are close to the nearest band. In a 

practicall  approach for silicon, donor levels are below and within 0.1 eV from the lowest conduction 

band;; similarly the acceptor states are within 0.1 eV above the top of the valence bands. In the 

unionizedd states of the shallow-level impurities the electrons, or holes, are essentially bound by the 

electrostaticc force between singly positive donor core and negative electron circling around. In its 
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simplestt form this leads to the hydrogen model for the description of donor and acceptor states. 

Bindingg energies based on the model are given by E = me4/8/j2£o2£r2 and lead to the low values as 

mentionedd above. In its concepts essentially identical, but much more thorough in its physical 

development,, the effective-mass theory (EMT) is the very successftil theory for the shallow 

impurityy states. This is a theory using analytical mathematics, which could already be developed in 

thee years 1955 to 1960 [1.12]. The best example for the illustration of EMT with its predictions on 

wavee functions and energies is donor phosphorus in silicon. Due to the relatively weak binding of 

donorr electrons in the long-range Coulomb potential, the extension of the electron probability 

aroundd the donor position is quite large. The donor is therefore sensitive to the size of crystal 

availablee around the donor. This sensitivity of donor properties on crystal size is exploited for the 

investigationn of the band structure in silicon nanocrystals, as reported in chapters 2 and 3. In the 

analysiss applied to interpret the measured hyperfine interaction data, elements of the EMT and its 

applicationn are given in great detail in chapter 3. 

Inn contrast, the deep-level centers introduce states with energy levels deeper in the range of 

bandd gap energies. Electrons bound on such levels are not thermally ionized at room temperature 

andd therefore do not contribute to the electrical conductivity, i.e., the n- or p-type doping. However, 

thee deep levels have a high efficiency as carrier recombination centers, in particular those with 

levelss at or near midgap. This allows for the use of deep-level impurities for the controlled 

introductionn of electron-hole recombination centers and the control over carrier lifetimes. This has 

itss relevance for the transient behavior of materials and devices, especially important when 

operationn at high frequencies is required. Electrons in deep-level states are bound in potentials, 

whichh form a strong perturbation of the crystal potential. The deep-level states are very localized, 

typicallyy with a range of equal order as the interatomic distances. The theoretical treatment of such 

difficultt systems is only possible by numerical calculations. This became only possible much more 

recentlyy with the advent of big fast computers and dedicated sophisticated software. At present 

resultss with good reliability and accuracy can be obtained but the situation is still progressing 

rapidlyy towards improved capabilities [1.13, 1.14]. 
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Transitionn elements are an important category of deep-level impurities. Several transition 

elementss are freely abundant in nature and can diffuse, at elevated temperatures, easily into 

semiconductorr materials up to high concentrations. The unintentional presence of transition 

elements,, due to insufficient control over purity, can be detrimental in semiconductor-based 

fabricationn processes. On the other hand, their controlled application can be essential for device 

operation.. About half of the existing stable elements belong to a series of transition elements with 

ann only partially filled inner shell of electrons. One can distinguish the so-called iron, palladium, 

andd platinum groups of elements with partially filled 3d, 4d, and 5d shells, respectively. Also the 

raree earths form a transition group with gradual fillin g of the 4f shell. For the latter group, the 

bindingg of the atom in silicon is achieved by electrons in 6s and 6p states. The electrons in the inner 

4ff  shell, which has a small radius, are well screened from the crystal environment by these outer 

valencee electrons. The effect of the crystal on the typical rare-earth states formed by 4f electrons is 

small.. The rare-earth atoms therefore retain to large extent their atomic properties. A good example 

iss the rare-earth erbium. The atom is presently under intensive investigation because of its light 

emissionn at wavelength 1.5 um, following from a 4Ii3/2 to 4Iis/2 transition. The energy transport in 

thee excitation of the ion is the subject of investigation as reported in chapter 5. In the other groups 

off  transition metals appreciable overlap exists between the d electrons of the transition ion and the 

3ss and 3p electrons of silicon. Due to formation of molecular orbitals of mixed character the 

characteristicc sp bonding and antibonding states of the semiconductor are destroyed with the result 

thatt energy levels are no longer related to the semiconductor band structure. They can be deep in 

thee band regions, but also everywhere within the band gap. Figure 1.4 is a diagram with energy 

levelss for the 4d transition elements Pd and Ag, and of the 5d elements Pt and Au. Both levels as 

detectedd experimentally by the method of deep-level transient spectroscopy are shown as well as 

thee theoretically calculated results [1.14 - 1.16]. The diagram serves as an illustration of the 

agreementt between theory and experiment as possible nowadays. On the other hand, the existing 

discrepanciess indicate that improvement based on further investigation is required. As more often, 

valuablee information on the atomic and electronic structure of the transition metal centers comes 
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fromfrom magnetic resonance. With their partially filled electron shells and by the tendency of forming 

thee configuration with maximum spin the transition ions behave as ideal paramagnetic centers, 

detectablee by electron spin resonance. Early systematic investigations of mainly the 3d elements 

formedd the basis of the Ludwig and Woodbury model of electronic structure [1.17]. Spin and 

chargee states are predictable on this model, either for substitutional or interstitial site of the 

impurityy and can be compared with experimental parameters. The late transition metals, at the high 

endd of the series, such as platinum, show a different behavior. An early EPR spectrum has been 

interpretedd as arising from a negative substitutional platinum ion with effective spin J = 1/2 in a 

1.0 0 
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Fig.Fig. 1.4. Electrical levels of the substitutional impurities Pd, Ag, Pt, and Au in silicon according to 

theoreticaltheoretical calculations and experimental determinations by deep-level transient spectroscopy. 

ExperimentalExperimental and calculated levels are represented by solid and dashed lines, respectively. After 

Jones,Jones, etal. [1.14]. 
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!0Ï1]] :iOÏli 

[Oil] ] 

Fig.Fig. 1.5. Stereographic view on the electronic structure of substitutional negative platinum in 

silicon,silicon, (a) Following Ludwig and Woodbury model, (b) vacancy model, (c) two-neighbor model. 
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symmetrysymmetry by (a) 7 electrons in the fully tetrahedrally bonded model, (b) 10 electrons in the full 

shellshell vacancy model, and (c) 9 electrons for bonding with 2 silicon neighbor atoms. 

locall  orthorhombic symmetry [1.18]. The interpretation has been confirmed by several experiments 

followingg the original work over a period of more than 40 years [1.19]. Applying the Ludwig and 

Woodburyy model to this case, 4 electrons are promoted to the 6s and 6p states to form four bonds 

withh nearest-neighbor silicon atoms in tetrahedral directions, as shown in figure 1.5a. The 

correspondingg occupation of one-electron orbitals for the 7 electrons remaining in the 5d shell is 

givenn in figure 1.6a. The scheme predicts an undistorted tetrahedral center with orbital momentum 

LL = 0 and spin S = 3/2. Such a prediction is at variance with the conclusions based on experiment. 

Inn a subsequently proposed model the transition element has a full 5d shell, accommodating 10 

electrons.. The remaining electron wil l occupy an antibonding orbital between two silicon nearest-

neighborr atoms, as illustrated in figure 1.5b. The model for the electronic structure of Pt~ is Pt(5d10) 
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++  V~, illustrated in the diagram of figure 1.6b. With a closed d shell the transition metal has littl e 

effectt on the electronic properties of the center. Rather the electronic properties of the center will 

bee very much like the negative vacancy. The model is properly referred to as the vacancy model 

[1.20].. The model provides a natural explanation for the observed spin 5 = 1/2 and also for the 

orthorhombicc symmetry that the vacancy and the transition metals have in common. Intermediate 

betweenn the previous cases of none or full tetrahedral bonding, the case of bonding to two silicon 

atomss can be considered, as illustrated by figure 1.5c. For the 5d shell 9 electrons are left which 

occupyy the one-electron orbitals as given in figure 1.6c. This naturally leads to orbital momentum L 

== 1 and spin S = 1/2. The detailed analyses of g tensor and hyperfine interactions as presented in 

chapterr 7 of the thesis are based on these values of the angular momentum parameters [1.21]. 
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Bandd structure perturbation in silicon nanocrystals: 
opticall  investigations 

Abstract t 

AnAn experimental study of size-related effects in silicon nanocrystals is reported. First, the three 

methodsmethods which were used for the preparation of nano-sized silicon particles, i.e., sputtering, ball 

milling,milling, and electroetching, are described. Samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction, 

scanningscanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and secondary ion 

massmass spectroscopy (SIMS). Best results were obtained by ball milling, followed by free and 

centrifugedcentrifuged sedimentation, ultrasonic vibration and oxidation. Silicon grains were produced in the 

sizesize range 60 to 200 nm. Optical methods - photoluminescence (PL), infrared absorption, and 

RamanRaman scattering - were applied to investigate electronic properties of the nanocrystals. By 

observingobserving the PL from transitions from shallow to deep levels and also the near-band gap electron-

holehole recombination, it is concluded that the width of the band gap increases with diminishing size 

ofof the nanocrystals. 
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2.11 Introductio n 

Nanostructuredd materials are solids composed of structural elements, mostly crystallites, 

withh a characteristic size, at least in one direction, of a few up to tens of nanometers. They possess 

aa variety of properties, which can be substantially different from bulk macroscopic materials, 

dependingg on size, shape, and environment, such as an oxidized surface layer. Among the various 

methodss of formation of silicon nanocrystals a main division can be made into two categories: 

-- reduction of size of initial bulk silicon by removing material or breaking material into parts, such 

ass achieved by electroetching and ball milling; 

-- agglomeration of single silicon atoms into larger particles, as for instance obtained by sputtering 

off  silicon onto a substrate and by thermal annealing of silicon atoms in a silicon dioxide. 

Inn the present chapter three different ways applied for the manufacturing of silicon nanocrystals are 

described.. Details on the experimental methods based on sputtering, ball milling, and 

electroetchingg are given in the paragraphs 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, respectively. More extensive 

investigationss of optical properties, carried out on the ball-milled samples, are discussed in 

paragraphss 2.6 to 2.8. 

2.22 Sputtered silicon nanocrystals 

2.2.11 Preparation method 

Sputteringg is a common way to prepare nanoparticles of different materials. In the method 

ass applied for the production of silicon nanoparticles two preparation stages can be distinguished: 

first,, the decomposition of bulk crystal on the atomic scale, and, second, the subsequent 

coalescencee of material into nanocrystals. The process of deposition is carried out in a high-vacuum 

chamberr in which the assembly called "opposite-target sputtering system" is installed. Figure 2.1 

providess a schematic diagram of the system. Inside the chamber the two targets are mounted. 
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Dependingg on the conductivity of the source material, the applied bias to the targets is DC or AC. 

Inn the present application the doping by phosphorus of silicon was sufficiently high to perform all 

thee growth experiments under DC conditions. The two targets were connected to a voltage supply 

off  approximately 1300 V DC. The silicon target, material to be sputtered, was connected to the 

negativee bias, the other target was made of aluminum and was positively biased. 

wm wm 

target t 
Al l 
m m 

i i rl l rr*rrr*r  ^^m 

;;;;;;i:;Ar; : : 
gas s 

target t 
Si i 

V V 
DC C 1 1 

uyy collector 
HH cold 

finger r 

DDcontainer r 
capillary y 

Fig.Fig. 2.1. Schematic diagram of the opposed-targets sputtering system used for preparation of 

siliconsilicon nanoparticles in the present work. In the chamber the two targets made of aluminum and 

siliconsilicon are placed opposite to each other, on the left and right side, respectively. Below the 'cold 

finger'finger' is fixed to condense the argon atoms together with sputtered silicon atoms. After the 

condensationcondensation of Si atoms in Ar matrix is finished the substrate is heated up to liquefy Ar and to 

transporttransport the material into the capillary below the chamber. 
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Onn the bottom of the chamber the substrate holder is positioned, this is the place where the material 

iss deposited. Before sputtering, the walls of the chamber and substrate holder are heated and the 

chamberr itself is pumped to the pressure at the level of 1 x 10"6mbar. In this way eventual pollution 

iss removed from the sputtering chamber. After pumping away the air, the chamber is filled with 

argonn gas up to the pressure around 1 x 10"' mbar. The argon gas plays here the role of the so-

calledd sputtering medium. When the bias voltage is applied to the targets, the electrons in the 

vacuumm are accelerated and by making collisions with argon atoms will ionize the gas in the 

sputteringg chamber. The ionized argon atoms are accelerated toward the silicon plate. In this way 

siliconn atoms or their agglomerations are released from the bulk and are collected onto the substrate 

holder.. During sputtering the temperature of the substrate holder is kept at the level of T = 35  5 

K.. At this temperature argon atoms create a solid matrix into which the sputtered silicon atoms are 

captured.. The argon matrix thickness grows during sputtering and new silicon atoms are placed in 

thee higher-lying layers. In this way silicon atoms are individually stored and separated from each 

other,, preventing uncontrolled agglomeration. In the second stage, the solid argon matrix is 

liquefiedd by increasing the temperature of the substrate holder. The Ar liquid transports the silicon 

atomss into the glass container below the chamber. After evaporation of Ar a spontaneous 

coalescencee takes place and silicon atoms start to form clusters. The coalescence is typically a very 

rapidd process which is visible by bright flashes. Depending on the speed of the pressure- and 

temperature-incrementt the end-product may vary slightly in size and color. 

2.2.22 Characterization of material 

Sputteredd silicon has been extensively characterized in order to check the morphology and 

internall  structure of the material. A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image is presented in 

figuree 2.2. Silicon clusters have the form of two-dimensional objects with the surface in the order 

off  a few jam . From TEM images we learn about the nanometer size fine structure of Si clusters. 

Thee crystallinity of the sputtered material has been checked by TEM-related techniques and X-ray 
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diffraction.. No traces of diamond structure within the investigated material have been found. The 

sputteredd material is amorphous. Moreover, the energy dispersive spectrum analysis on this 

materiall  shows the presence of both Si and O. The presence of oxygen is due the sample exposure 

ontoo air atmosphere during transportation, storage, and measurement. Hence, the sputtered material 

iss an amorphous silicon oxide. 

Fig.Fig. 2.2. Scanning electron microscopy image of the sputtered silicon. Silicon clusters have the 

formform of two-dimensional objects with the surface in the order of a few /Mn . 

2.33 Ball-milled silicon nanocrystals 

Balll  milling of silicon wafer is an easy and efficient way of producing nanocrystalline 

material.. The main advantages of this method are the great variety of the initial material type and 

dopingg level, pure preparation conditions, very small volume exposed to the amorphization process, 
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andd good control over grain size. Ball-milling has been used before by Shen et al. [2.1]. In their 

studiess the grain size was not the factor of main interest; the focus was on the optical properties of 

siliconn crystallites upon various annealing and oxidation conditions. In our investigation the 

researchh was directed towards size-related effects. The intention was to reduce the diameter of 

grainss below 100 nm with a size distribution as uniform and narrow as possible. In our research the 

methodd based on ball milling has been further developed leading to a procedure as described in the 

nextt section. 

2.3.11 Preparation method 

Balll  milling followed by sedimentation stages and oxidation has been extensively 

developedd in order to achieve high-quality silicon nanocrystals. The approach is to select the 

smallestt silicon grains out of ball-milled material with limited mechanical treatment. Below all the 

successivee preparation steps are listed. 

1)) Pulverizing the silicon wafer of certain initial type and doping level in a porcelain mortar. 

Porcelainn has been chosen as the mortar material in order to avoid iron contamination, which is 

widelyy present in any steel equipment. The breaking of silicon wafer is applied for a short time; in 

thiss way the mechanical-induced stress is minimized. 

2)) Ball milling in ZrO? crucible by means of two balls made of the same material. The process 

takess place in a special container filled with silicon grains and ethanol. The presence of ethanol 

preventss charging of the material; in this way a more homogeneous milling of all the grains takes 

place.. The duration of the process is in the range of minutes only in order to reduce stress effects 

relatedd to mechanical treatment. 

3)) Free sedimentation in ethanol is a preliminary stage of selection of the finest grains. The typical 

sedimentationn time was 24 hours. With this characteristic time ethanol density was appropriate to 

performm the initial size segregation. The material which stayed in the liquid was used for further 

processing. . 
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4)4) Ultrasonic vibrations were applied in order to segregate clusters of silicon grains into separate 

grains.. Centrifuged sedimentation acts like a mass segregation and does not distinguish between 

clusterss and single grains. Introduction of this step was very crucial for the quality of the size 

distribution. . 

5)) Centrifuged sedimentation in ampoules with ethanol for constant time with increasing rotation 

speed,, changing the centrifuged acceleration from 1 to 3000 g. This is an efficient process of 

dividingg silicon grains into fractions according to weight and size. 

6)) Oxidation of silicon grains is carried out by heating powders to 1000 °C in an open air tube for 

timee durations from 5 minutes to 2 hours. This step is included to create a stable silicon - silicon 

dioxidee interface. A non-oxidized surface of silicon with its dangling bonds usually perturbs 

conclusivee measurements. Additionally, oxidation serves as an efficient tool for reduction of the 

siliconn core diameter. In this way further reduction in size of silicon nanocrystals has been 

achieved. . 

2.3.22 Characterization of silicon nanocrystals 

Siliconn nanocrystals prepared by the method as described in the previous section were 

extensivelyy investigated in order to check the quality of the silicon core crystallinity, the silicon 

dioxidee growth, and for precise size determination. Several experimental techniques, as discussed 

below,, were applied. 

1)) Scanning Electron Microscopy. Information about overall size distribution of silicon 

nanocrystalss can be achieved from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. SEM images of 

thee smallest grain fraction after the latest step of centrifuged sedimentation are presented in figure 

2.3.. The distributions obtained by counting grains of different sizes (700 counts per photo), were 

fittedd with the usual function exp(-(ln2[d/z])/(2H>2)), in which d is the grain size and w is a parameter 

describingg the width of the distribution. For the particular sets of powders investigated in this study 

byy photoluminescence and electron paramagnetic resonance (see Chapter 3) the maxima of size 
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Fig.Fig. 2.3. (a) and (b). Scanning electron microscopy images with different magnifications of silicon 

ball-milledball-milled grains. The presented nanocrystals are from the finest fraction after centrifuged 

sedimentation.sedimentation. Typically the grains have a diameter in the range about 100 nm and below. 
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distributionss were determined at z\ = 200 nm for big, 12 = 110 nm for medium big, z3 = 100 nm for 

mediumm small, zt, = 80 nm for small and zj = 60 nm for very small nanocrystals. The width 

parameterr was found to be around w = 0.6 for all the investigated powders. 

2)) X-ray diffraction. The crystallinity of silicon nanocrystals was examined by X-ray diffraction. 

Resultss are shown in figure 2.4. Characteristic diffraction patterns of crystalline silicon were clear 

andd strong for as-milled as well as for oxidized nanocrystals. Their intensity gradually decreased 
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Fig.Fig. 2.4. X-ray diffraction patterns of oxidized silicon powders showing lines characteristic for 

crystallinecrystalline silicon. Prolonged annealing reduces the intensity of diffracted lines. Hundred hours 

annealingannealing converts all the silicon into silicon dioxide. The two X-ray patterns have been offset in 

orderorder to distinguish them. 
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uponn extension of the heat-treatment indicating size reduction of the silicon core. After prolonged 

oxidationn the X-ray pattern vanished completely as all the silicon was transformed into SiCh. For 

thee largest grains X-ray diffraction has also been applied successfully as a tool for grain size 

estimation.. On the basis of diffraction lines broadening we could conclude that all the grains used 

inn the study were smaller than 1 (im. Positions of the diffraction lines did not depend on the 

oxidationn time, indicating that the crystallinity of the core is not affected by oxidation. 

3)) Transmission Electron Microscopy and related techniques. In addition to Röntgen diffraction, 

grainn crystallinity was confirmed by TEM experiments, bright field/dark field (BF/DF) imaging 

andd selected area diffraction pattern analysis (SADP). Within the TEM facilities also energy 

dispersivee spectra (EDS) have been recorded. A TEM image of an oxidized silicon nanocrystal is 

presentedd in figure 2.5. It is easy to distinguish the silicon core part and silicon dioxide 

surrounding. . 

Fig.Fig. 2.5. Transmission electron micrograph of a silicon grain oxidized at WOO "C for 2 hours. 

CrystallineCrystalline silicon is in the middle - the dark part of the figure; an amorphous SiOi layer surrounds 

thethe silicon core. 
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Thee white/dark shadows within the silicon core are evidence of the silicon crystalline structure. The 

surroundingg silicon dioxide is checked to be amorphous. To monitor the growth speed of silicon 

dioxidee several TEM images have been taken after various oxidation times. Fit to experimental data 

providess empirical formula consistent with the well-established formula [2.2] ds\o2 =1 Wf (valid for 

oxidationn at the temperature T = 1000 °C in air), where dfsio2 is the oxide layer thickness (in 

nanometers)) and t is the oxidation time (in minutes). Experimental data of the SiCh thickness versus 

oxidationn time are gathered in the table 2.1. Additional information about chemical composition 

wass obtained from EDS - the stoichiometry of the surrounding layer was found to match silicon 

dioxidee (Si02). Strong evidence of perfect crystallinity of the core of silicon powders was obtained 

fromfrom BF/DF images. Specific information about different parts of the silicon grain, the part in the 

middlee and close to the Si/SiC>2 interface has been obtained from SADP. There is clear evidence 

thatt the entire grain keeps its perfect crystalline structure. 

TableTable 2.1 Thickness of the silicon dioxide layer measured f or various particles versus oxidation 

timetime of the silicon grains in air atT — 1000 XI. 

Oxidationn time 

(minutes) ) 

120 0 

240 0 

1260 0 

Siliconn oxide thickness 

(nanometers) ) 

146,, 146, 136, 131 

152,, 175, 167, 152, 150, 143, 145 

360,, 370,440, 360 

4)4) Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS). For size effect-oriented experiments by PL and EPR 

thee behavior of doping element upon oxidation is crucial. In our experiments the properties of 

phosphoruss have been applied to sense the perturbation of silicon band structure. As known from 
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thee literature, oxidation of silicon may produce pile-up of phosphorus at the Si/SiCh interface [2.3]. 

Inn order to verify the influence of oxidation on phosphorus distribution, a dedicated investigation of 

impurityy distribution by SIMS has been performed. Special care has been taken to distinguish 

signalss from 3IP and 30SiH. Figure 2.6 presents [P] profiles in two silicon wafers prepared 

especiallyy for this experiment. In this case the phosphorus profiles were measured in Si material 

withh a high phosphorus concentration ([P] = lxlO18 cm"3), which was oxidized for much longer 

timess (5 and 62 hours) than used in the preparation of powders. Both [P] profiles have been fitted 

withh the standard function [P(z)] = [P]sexp(-z/Z)+[P]b, where the parameters for the two oxidation 

timess are gathered in table 2.2. 

55 hours oxidation 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 — 

00 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 
Depthh z (nm) 

Fig.Fig. 2.6. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy of a heavily doped silicon wafer ([P]=10 cm' ) 

oxidizedoxidized for 5 and 62 hours. The pile-up is clearly visible for 62 hours oxidation - which is 2 

ordersorders of magnitude longer oxidation time than used in experiments. Shorter oxidations of 5 hours 

dodo not show any P pile-up. The fitting parameters of SIMS P are given in table 2.2. 
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Itt has been concluded that only the wafer oxidized for longer time - of 62 hours - showed 

significantt pile-up at the interface. The powder material used in our PL and EPR experiment had 

moree than two orders of magnitude lower phosphorus concentration ([P] = 5x1015 cm"3) and its 

timee of oxidation did not exceed 2 hours. Therefore we conclude that the phosphorus pile-up effect 

iss negligible for the investigated Si powder samples. 

TableTable 2.2 Parameters describing the phosphorus concentration [P]  as a function of depth z after 5 

andand 62 hours oxidation at 1000 V in air. The concentration profile has been fitted with the 

functionfunction [P(z)J = [PJsexp(-z/Z)+[PJb. 

Oxidationn time 

(hours) ) 

5 5 

62 2 

[P]s s 

(an3) ) 

18 8 

(44+8)xl018 8 

Z Z 

(nm) ) 

3 3 

3 3 

[Plb b 

(cm"3) ) 

(1.8+0.5)xl018 8 

18 8 

2.44 Porous silicon 

Ann intensive research effort in the field of size-confinement effects in nanostructures is 

conductedd on porous silicon, mainly by observing photoluminescent properties [2.4]. In our studies 

porouss silicon was investigated by electron paramagnetic resonance as described in Chapter 3. In 

thiss section we discuss briefly the preparation conditions and the characterization of the material. 

2.4.11 Preparation method 

Porouss silicon was prepared by electroetching in the mixture of water, ethanol and HF acid 

inn volume ratio 2:2:1, respectively. The applied voltage was 12 V between the two electrodes; 
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whichh are a silicon bar with the dimensions 2 mm x 10 mm x 50 mm and an aluminum rod. Typical 

currentt density during electroetching was around the value of 50 mA/cm2. Etching was carried out 

att room temperature with the set-up under white light conditions, with the duration of the process 

aroundd 15 hours. After removing the electrolytic mixture, the silicon bar was covered by a 

brownishh layer. This layer was scratched away and used for further investigation. 

2.4.22 Characterization of material 

Porouss silicon was characterized with respect to the crystallinity and for size estimation of 

thee nanocrystals. Methods as described for the ball-milled samples were applied. 

Fig.Fig. 2.7. Scanning electron microscopy image of porous silicon. The complex structure consisting 

ofof two-dimensional planes twisted around each other are clearly seen at the micrograph. Typical 

thicknessthickness of the planes is below 20 nanometers and plane dimensions are of the order of 100 

nanometers. nanometers. 
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1)) Scanning electron microscopy. Several SEM images of porous silicon have been taken. Its 

complicatedd and developed structure is clearly shown by figure 2.7. With the SEM resolution only 

thee two-dimensional structure is seen of typical side dimension 1 p.m. 

2)) X-ray diffraction. The X-ray experiments have fully supported perfect crystallinity of the porous 

silicon.. Diffraction patterns are unambiguously identifiable with the silicon structure. 

3)) Transmission electron microscopy. TEM images were taken to have an insight view in the 

porouss silicon structure. Electroetching is a method, which leaves gaps in between silicon wires. In 

thiss way one creates pores of a typical size in the range of nanometers, what could be observed in 

thee TEM images of porous samples. Additionally, by means of the TEM-related techniques it was 

confirmedd that the material preserves its crystalline structure. 

2.55 Optical investigation 

Inn the present studies the main investigation is conducted on the ball-milled, sedimented, 

andd subsequently oxidized silicon nanocrystals. Size-related effects on electronic properties were 

invariablyy studied in small nanostructures with the dimensions around 1 nm, below 10 nm. 

Nanocrystalss with size in the order of 10 nm to 100 nm were not used before for these purposes. 

However,, such relatively large crystals allow to establish size-related effects in the range where the 

onsett of size confinement is expected. Porous silicon was used during investigation in order to 

checkk the limiting case of the very small nanocrystals. Sputtered silicon was found to be useless for 

thee research because of strong amorphization of the material. 

Size-confinementt effects on the electronic band structure of silicon nanocrystals can be 

efficientlyy monitored by optical spectroscopy. There are several experimental techniques, like 

photoluminescencee and infrared absorption, to investigate enlargement of the band gap with 

diminishingg size of nanocrystals. Additionally, Raman spectroscopy was used to sense possible 

phononn confinement. 
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2.66 Photoluminescence 

PLL spectroscopy is the most often applied technique in the investigations of spatial 

confinementt effects [2.4, 2.5]. For Si nanocrystals in the few-nanometers range observations of 

broadd bands in the visible region are frequently reported. A pure quantum confinement model 

predictss that for small enough crystallites radiative recombinations due to the excitonic transitions 

shouldd appear in the visible region. These should exhibit blue shift upon size reduction. Also the 

lifetimee should decrease with increasing energy of recombination. In the quantum confinement 

modell  these effects follow from the fact that the band gap becomes larger and direct. Many of the 

experimentallyy observed features have been interpreted along these lines. 

Theree are two major problems in the PL studies conducted on few-nanometer crystallites. 

Thee surface-to-volume ratio is so large that surface-related effects dominate PL emission. 

Secondly,, the grain size distribution should be as close as possible to a 8-function. In case of grain 

sizess in the range of a few nanometers the band structure perturbation is especially strong. 

Therefore,, even a relatively narrow width of size distribution will result in a large spread of exciton 

energies.. For larger crystallites, where the magnitude of band perturbation is smaller, the few-

nanometerr narrow size distribution is not necessary. 

Inn our research we monitor radiative recombinations which are characteristic for bulk 

material:: a transition from a deep to a shallow state, labeled Dl, and an electron-hole 

recombinationn whose phonon replicated structure also confirms its bulk origin. Recombination 

energiess of these transitions are traced versus average grain size. On the basis of an observed 

correlationn conclusions concerning size-related effects are drawn. 

Thee PL experiments have been performed in immersed helium, helium flow, and close-

cyclee cryostats altogether covering the temperature range between T = 4.2 K and T = 150 K. For 

excitationn an argon laser operating at k = 514.5 nm was used. The laser light was mechanically on-

offf  modulated with a frequency of v = 25 Hz. To record the spectra a germanium detector was used 
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whosee operation sensitivity is in the infrared region. The entire PL spectrum is presented in figure 

2.8. . 

11000 1200 1300 1400 1500 
Wavelengthh (nm) 

1600 0 1700 0 

Fig.Fig. 2.8. Entire photoluminescence spectrum showing the Dl, D3 and D4 dislocation - related 

emissionemission lines, as well as the no-phonon (NP) line of an excitonic recombination, together with TA 

andand TO phonon replica. Measured atT = 4.2 K on a ball-milled sample with the average grain size 

ofof 200 nm, heat-treated in air for 10 minutes at 1000 °C. 

2.6.11 Deep-level-related band 

AA strong, rather broad PL band around 810 meV at T = 4.2 K, labeled Dl, has been 

observedd together with other bands D3 and D4 at their characteristic energies [2.6] - see figure 

2.9(a).. They have been reported in the literature and were associated with carrier trapping at 

dislocationss [2.6, 2.7]. The bands were not observed in bulk crystal before mechanical deformation. 
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Thee observation of the Dl band in the present study is a natural consequence of mechanical 

breakingg used in the preparation of the silicon grains in the ball-milling process. Its broad line 

widthh indicates a high density of deformation-induced defects. As measured at T = 4.2 K the line 

widthh of the band is approximately 25 meV. Measurements at higher temperatures have revealed 

thatt the Dl band observed in the studied powders consists of two components at around 775 meV 

andd 825 meV, respectively (figure 2.9(b)), as observed before by Sauer et al. [2.6], and Gwinner 

andd Labusch [2.8]. The line width of the high-energy line is approximately 30 meV at T = 100 K. 

Accordingg to the model proposed by Suezawa et al. [2.9] following the earlier interpretation by 

Gwinnerr and Labusch [2.8] the transition responsible for the Dl PL band occurs from a deep level 

too a shallow acceptor level. Deep levels have usually atomic-like character and therefore show a 

weakerr relation to the band structure of the host than the shallow ones. Deep levels are introduced 

forr example by transition metals and they may serve as a reference in band alignment in 

semiconductorr hetero-junctions as demonstrated by Langer et al. [2.10, 2.11]. Following the model 

off  Suezawa et al. [2.9] the change of transition energy of Dl, which we observe in experiment can 

bee ascribed mainly to the downshift of the shallow level following the valence band perturbation. 

Itss accurate position has been found by fitting with Gaussian-shape lines. Results show that a 

correlationn exists between the average grain size of the powder and the recombination energy of the 

high-energyy component of Dl band, as plotted in figure 2.10. A consistent energy up-shift of this 

transitionn is found for powders of different initial grain size distributions reduced by oxidation. For 

thee results as presented in figure 2.10 the experimental points of the dislocation-related band 

positionn have been fitted with the formula for the downshift of the valence band (VB) with the 

relationn l/d1!. The power dependence parameter b = 1.1 has been taken equal to that obtained for 

thee conduction band (CB) perturbation for consistency, see Chapter 3 for details. The fit takes a 

formm £(meV) = 1344/d'' + 820.2, where d is expressed in nm. Taking into account that the 

perturbationn of energy difference between acceptor level and VB maximum is negligibly small, we 

findd that the VB edge shift is given by J£(meV) = -1344/d1'. A similar good fit can be obtained 

settingg the power parameter to b = 2 which is in agreement with effective mass theory (EMT) as 
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Fig.Fig. 2.9. (a) Photoluminescence spectrum of the Dl center, measured at T = 4.2 K, together with 

thethe luminescence of the D3 and D4 centers, (b) Photoluminescence spectrum of the Dl center 

measuredmeasured at T = 100 K, consisting of 2 bands: the low-energy component at 775 meV and high-

energyenergy component at 825 meV. 
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expectedd for large grains. This result is an illustration that the experimental data from the PL 

experimentt are not in compelling contradiction with EMT expectations. 

832 2 

Averagee grain dimension d (nm) 

Fig.Fig. 2.10. Energy perturbation of the Dl band high-energy component. Solid line represents the fit 

withwith power dependence parameter b = 1.1: E = 1344/d''+ 820.2 with E in meV and d in nm. 

2.6.22 Dislocation-related PL band 

Inn silicon powders pre-annealed in an ambient atmosphere prior to oxidation, a strong 

photoluminescencee spectrum as shown in figure 2.11(a) can be observed. A corresponding 

recombinationn has not been detected in bulk silicon. Guided by the characteristic properties of the 

band,, such as the energy of the transitions and replicated structure with phonon values of bulk Si 

wee conclude on the electron-hole recombination, where the carriers are trapped at dislocations. We 
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considerr the possibility that the spectrum is due to the impurity-band formation to be less likely. 

Dedicatedd SIMS measurements prove that for short oxidation times the pile-up effect of 

phosphoruss donors is negligible (figure 2.6 and table 2.2). 

Thee PL emission occurs around hv - 1075 meV in grains of diameter 115 nm. Since the 

electron-holee binding energy is low £e-h = 14.3 meV in comparison to the energy difference 

betweenn silicon band gap Eg = 1170 meV and emission energy (£hv) we exclude a purely excitonic 

model.. To classify the observed luminescence we apply the scheme of Lelikov et al. for 

dislocation-relatedd optical emission [2.12, 2.13]. In the general model the radiative transition 

followss from recombination of a hole and an electron bound in the vicinity of a dislocation. In view 

off  the mechanical treatment of the ball-milled silicon nanocrystals dislocations are widely present 

too provide such carrier trapping sites. A diagram of the binding mechanism is illustrated in the 

workk of Lelikov et al. [2.12], On the basis of the model the electron-hole recombination energy is 

derivedd to be 

EEhvhv = Eg-A(bJa)2 (2.1) 

Thee emission energy is primarily linked to the bandgap E$ of silicon. Carrier binding reduces the 

transitionn energy by A(be la)2 where bt is the edge component of the Burgers vector for the given 

dislocationn type and a the crystal lattice constant. Parameter A, depending on carrier masses and 

deformationn potential, has a constant value A = 800 meV for silicon. Typical binding energies for 

thee electrons and holes in the dislocation potentials vary from 30 to 400 meV [2.12]. In the present 

casee of nanocrystals the radiative emission occurs approximately 100 meV below the silicon 

bandgap. . 

Forr the investigated band the typical exciton-like emission structure in silicon (indirect band 

gapp material) is observed: no-phonon transition followed by the transverse acoustic (TA) and 

transversee optical (TO) phonon replicas. These are broad and overlap each other. Their line width is 

approximatelyy 30 meV, mainly due to the variation of the energy band gap related to the size 
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distributionn of grains. The intensity of the TO replica is the strongest in agreement with 

measurementss in bulk silicon. However, the relative intensity ratio NP:TA:TO = 0.25:0.4:1 is 

significantlyy different than for excitonic emission in bulk silicon (figure 2.11(a)). The separation 

energyy between no-phonon line and phonon replicas matches phonon energies measured in bulk 

siliconn ETA = 18.5 meV and £TO = 58 meV [2.14]. The presence of phonon replicas shows that the 

bandd structure in grains of the order of 100 nm has still indirect character. That is consistent with 

theoreticall  predictions concerning band structure perturbation: upon grain size decrease first the 

enlargementt of band gap magnitude occurs, which is followed by indirect- to direct-gap transition 

onlyy when the size region of a few nanometers is reached. For the powder of the smallest 

crystallitess with the narrowest grain size distribution, the radiative transition has been observed to 

shiftt up in energy with gradually diminishing average grain size, as shown in figure 2.11(b). 

Thee observed up-shift of TA and TO phonon replicas was parallel in the investigated region. 

Similarr as in the previous case of deep-level-related recombination experimental points for TO and 

TAA phonon replicas have been fitted with a ~ J/dl'' size dependence. As the result of this fit we 

obtainedd the following parameters for the change of perturbation 4380/d1'+ Eph, where £ph is the 

positionn of TA or TO phonon replica in bulk, d is dimension of the grain expressed in nm, and the 

energyy given in meV. The change observed in the experiment as derived from the fitting formula 

4380/fif1'' was around 14 meV for average grain dimension changing from 75 to 115 nm. A good fit 

hass also been obtained for the EMT formula with power dependence parameter b = 2. It is an 

indicationn that in this range of grain sizes the EMT can also properly describe band structure 

perturbations.. Consequently, in view of the correlation between recombination energy and average 

grainn size, we associate observed up-shift with enlargement of the band gap energy due to spatial 

confinement. . 
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Fig.Fig. 2.11. (a) Electron-hole recombination band investigated in the current study: the no-phonon 

lineline followed by TA and TO phonon replicas can be distinguished. (Grain size d = 80 nm, 

temperaturetemperature of measurement is T = 10 K.) (b) Parallel energy upshift of TA and TO phonon 

replicasreplicas with diminishing average grain size. Solid lines represent fits with power dependence 

parameterparameter b = 1A: E = 43801 d ' + Epi, with E in meV and d in nm. 
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2.77 Infrared absorption 

Directt information about band gap magnitude can be extracted from an infrared absorption 

experiment.. Such a measurement has been attempted for the mechanically milled powders prepared 

forr the current study. However, the effective transmission in powders is reduced by multiple 

scatteringg from the surface of the grains. This seriously obstructs the determination of the 

absorptionn edge making accurate and reliable determination of the energy band gap value not 

possible.. We conclude that this technique has only a limited applicability for the investigation of 

spatiall  confinement effects in powders. 
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Fig.Fig. 2.12. Comparison of the infrared absorption of ball-milled, sedimented, and oxidized 

nanocrystalsnanocrystals with bulk silicon, measured at room temperature. An effective upshift of the band gap, 

byby some 0.18 eV, is observed for the case of nanocrystals due to multiple scattering of light at the 

samplesample surface. 
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2.88 Raman spectroscopy 

Ass mentioned in the introductory remarks, spatial confinement is also expected to influence 

thee phonon spectrum of the matrix. This effect can be monitored by Raman spectroscopy. A bulk 

siliconn sample gives a sharp first-order peak at 519 cm"1 (65 meV) at room temperature 

correspondingg to the TO phonon energy at the zone center. Shift and broadening of this line for a 

few-nanometerr crystallite would be indicative of relaxation of the Ak = 0 vector selection rule for 

thee excitation of the Raman-active optical phonons [2.16]. In the experiment of ball-milled Si 

TO,, LO1 Si-powder 
(5177 cm-1) 

4800 5Ó0 520 

4000 500 
Energyy (cm1) 

Fig.Fig. 2.13. Comparison of the Raman spectrum observed in ball-milled, sedimented, and oxidized 

nanocrystalsnanocrystals with the spectrum of bulk silicon. Broadening of the 519 cm' line and presence of an 

inteiface-relatedinteiface-related line at 430 cm'1 can be seen in case of nanocrystals. 
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nanocrystals,, however, the Raman spectrum is dominated by surface and interface modes - see 

figuree 2.13. Consequently, we concluded that the surface and the interface region play the dominant 

rolee and terminated the experiment [2.17]. In addition to the significantly shifted and broadened 

5199 cm'1 line toward smaller energies, we have also found several weak lines, which could be 

identifiedd as 2-TA at 300 cm'1 and interface-related at 430 cm"1. 

2.99 Conclusions 

Inn the reported studies the main investigations on size-related effects on energy levels was 

conductedd on ball-milled, sedimented, and oxidized silicon nanoparticles. The PL measurements on 

thesee samples showed an increase of the band gap, resulting from a lowering of valence band states 

andd a rise of the conduction band. Nanocrystals of the size of the order of 100 nm were not studied 

before.. Such large nanocrystals enable to trace size-related effects in a range of sizes where the 

onsett of quantum confinement is expected. Porous silicon was applied to check the limiting case of 

thee very small nanocrystals. Sputtered silicon has proven to be useless for the research because of 

strongg amorphization of the material. 
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Bandd structure perturbation in silicon nanocrystals: 
electronn paramagnetic resonance investigations 

Abstract t 

SizeSize confinement phenomena, i.e., perturbations of silicon band structure, are usually investigated 

byby optically related techniques. Here for the first time electron paramagnetic resonance is applied 

inin order to monitor the perturbation of the conduction band selectively. In the present investigation 

thethe symmetry properties of the shallow donor phosphorus in silicon are monitored. The extended 

charactercharacter of the phosphorus wave function makes this center sensitive to even slight conduction 

bandband modifications. Therefore this method turns out to be proper for research conducted on 

relativelyrelatively large crystals of the order of 30 - 100 nanometers as were prepared by ball milling and 

sedimentation.sedimentation. An empirical formula for the conduction band upshift has been obtained by a fit to 

experimentalexperimental data. A comparison is made between the perturbation of the conduction band with the 

valencevalence band and also with the enlargement of the total energy band gap. 
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3.11 Introductio n 

Significantt size-related phenomena on impurities in materials are found when the 

characteristicc radius of bound carriers is comparable with the dimension of the nanocrystal. For 

shalloww impurities in silicon the effective Bohr radius of electrons and holes in their ground state is 

aa few nanometers. Confinement effects are therefore expected to be manifest in nanocrystals in the 

correspondingg range of sizes. A typical method of investigation size confinement related 

phenomenaa is optical spectroscopy, both photoluminescence and infrared absorption. The main 

drawbackk of the optical approach is contamination of the spectra by spurious emissions or 

absorptionss originating in the surfaces of the nanocrystals. One of the efficient ways to reduce the 

effectt of the surface is termination of silicon bonds by the growth of a native oxide. An alternative 

approachh for the investigation of size confinement phenomena is to apply a different experimental 

techniquee that is sensitive selectively to the bulk properties of the material, rather than to the 

Si/Si022 interface. Here we present experiments done by electron paramagnetic resonance on the 

phosphoruss shallow donor. The main drawback of optical measurements, disruption by the large 

surface-to-volumee ratio, is reduced significantly in magnetic resonance. In the current investigation 

wee present evidence of a smooth transition between bulk and nanocrystalline properties of silicon. 

3.22 Electron paramagnetic resonance 

Electronn paramagnetic resonance (EPR) has been up til l now widely used to investigate 

defectss in bulk crystals. A typical size of a bulk silicon sample for the K-band spectrometer that 

wass used in our laboratory is 12 mm x 1.5 mm x 1.5 mm. A standard way to introduce 

paramagneticc centers was in-diffusion at high temperature. In case of silicon nanocrystals, the 

defectss - phosphorus donors - come from the original silicon wafer. The nanoparticle sample was 

storedd in capillaries and placed in the resonant cavity. The measurements were performed at a 

temperaturee of T= 4.2 K in a superheterodyne EPR spectrometer operating at v- 23 GHz in the K-
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microwavee band and tuned to detect the dispersive part of the signal. Microwaves penetrate the 

entiree sample material offering information about modified behavior of phosphorus due to the 

reducedd size of the crystal. 

3.33 Phosphorus in silicon - shallow donor  center 

Electronn paramagnetic resonance was used to observe modification of the electronic 

structuree of the phosphorus impurity. Substitutional phosphorus in silicon forms a shallow donor 

centerr well described by the effective-mass theory (EMT). According to the EMT the electronic 

wavee function has an extended character with a large typical radius given by the effective Bohr 

radiuss r&  = affi^mjm  ̂ ~ 2 nm. In the expression a0 is the hydrogenic Bohr radius a0 = 0.0529 nm, 

£rr = 12 is the relative dielectric constant of silicon, and me ~ 0.3mo an average mass of a conduction 

bandd electron. The extended character of its electronic wave function renders this center a sensitive 

monitorr of variations of the electronic structure of the conduction band minimum. The phosphorus 

donorr in bulk silicon is paramagnetic in its neutral charge state P° and is well studied by EPR. It 

hass cubic symmetry, hence an isotropic EPR spectrum, which is advantageous for the present case 

wheree randomly oriented grains are investigated. From the EPR spectrum details of the wave 

functionn - spin localization on the phosphorus nucleus and mutual overlap of the neighboring 

donorss - can be concluded. At the same time the observed spectrum is exclusive for a substitutional 

donorr and therefore only the bulk of the nanocrystal is monitored. In that way the volume and the 

surfacee effects are separated. 
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3.44 Experimental results on ball-milled nanocrystals and porous 
silicon n 

Siliconn nanocrystals obtained by ball milling, sedimentation, and oxidation or 

electroetchingg retain their crystalline structure. Since the production of the nanocrystals is not 

relatedd to clustering from single atoms but to size reduction of initially bulk material, the 

phosphoruss position in the lattice is not affected. From the EPR spectrum we get evidence that 

phosphoruss atoms are embedded inside of Si nanocrystals on the regular substitutional sites. 

Thee behavior of the conduction band was investigated by its influence on the phosphorus 

hyperfinee interaction. In that way the EPR technique has been for the first time applied to 

investigatee size-related effects. The EPR of the P donor in bulk Si has been extensively investigated 

inn experiment by Feher et al. [3.1, 3.2] and in theory by Kohn and Luttinger [3.3]. The spectrum is 

isotropicc with a Zeeman splitting factor g equal to 1.99850. Its structure as observed for low P 

concentrationss consists of 2 lines separated by A/{gfj%) = 4.20 mT due to the hyperfine interaction. 

Inn the experiment we measure the magnitude of the hyperfine constant A for different grain sizes. It 

iss proportional to the localization I ¥f0)l2 of electron wave function on the phosphorus nucleus and 

iss given by the Fermi contact term 

AA = (2h)MogMBgNMH\tP(0)\2, (3.1) 

inn which the symbols g and // have their usual meanings. When increasing the doping level an 

exchangee interaction between individual P impurities appears. This shows in the EPR spectrum as 

componentss developing between the hyperfine lines already at moderate concentrations [P] ~ 10 

cm"33 and originating from donor pairs and larger clusters [3.4]. The spin Hamiltonian appropriate 

forr a pair of donor atoms can be written as [3.5] 

HH = guB B(Si + S2) + AdtSi +1£2) + J(SiS2), (3.2) 
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wheree Si, Si and h, I2 are the electron and nuclear spins of the two donors, respectively, A is the 

hyperfinee interaction constant, and J is the electron exchange coupling. 

TT  1 ' 1 « 1 ' 1  r 
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Fig.Fig. 3.1. EPR spectrum of Cz-Si:P ([P]  - 5 x 1015 cm'3) bulk, oxidized ball-milled nanocrystal 

samplesample (Si powder), and porous silicon. The hyperfine splitting in bulk material is 4.2 mT - seen in 

thethe figure as separation between the two side lines. The two hyperfine lines and small peaks 

originatingoriginating from mutual overlap between individual donors appear for the milled and oxidized 

sample.sample. The smallest nanocrystals in porous silicon give the most significant reduction of hyperfine 

splitting.splitting. In this case also hyperfine lines from the silicon substrate are clearly seen. Spectra are 

takentaken at a microwave frequency v - 23.11997 GHz. 
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Fig.Fig. 3.2. Hyperfine splitting parameter for the two series of smallest powders with ZA = 80 nm 

(indicated(indicated by '+'), and zs = 60 nm (indicated by V) after different oxidation stages versus average 

graingrain diameter d\\. For bulk silicon A/fg/is) - 4.20 mT. For powders the hyperfine parameter 

decreasesdecreases with diminishing average grain diameter. The solid line represents a fit to the 

experimentalexperimental data. The fitting parameters are further discussed in the text and give information 

aboutabout conduction band upshift. 

Att even higher concentrations ([P] > 1017 cm"3) the two-lines spectrum characteristic for an isolated 

donorr decreases considerably and a strong Lorentzian-shaped line appears in the center of the 

spectrum.. It exhibits exchange narrowing and evidences the donor-impurity band formation [3.6]. 
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Inn figure 3.1 we present EPR spectra of the bulk Cz-Si:P material, ball-milled nanocrystals, 

andd porous silicon. For the early report on EPR investigations of Si powders, see references [3.7, 

3.8].. The hyperfine lines originating from phosphorus in nanocrystalline material are shifted with 

respectt to the bulk spectrum and asymmetrically broadened toward each other, indicating a smaller 

hyperfinee interaction A. In figure 3.2 results of systematic EPR measurements of oxidized samples 

aree summarized. A gradual decrease of the hyperfine parameter A versus average silicon grain 

volumee is concluded. The correlation between average grain volume and hyperfine splitting is 

independentt on the SiC>2 thickness as observed in experiment when investigating nanocrystals of 

equall  dimension, but with different initial grain size distribution and different oxidation times. 

Interpretationn of the experimental observations in ball-milled silicon powders, i.e., the 

loweringg of the hyperfine and increase of the exchange interactions, is first examined in terms of 

explanationss alternative to size confinement. We wil l consider other mechanisms that could 

possiblyy account for the observed effects. 

Thee enhanced mutual interaction between phosphorus atoms could be explained by increase 

off  P concentration just below the surface of the nanocrystals caused by diffusion in the strain fields 

generatedd during mechanical milling, annealing, and/or oxidation. In order to investigate this 

mechanismm dedicated experiments have been performed. As a first test the non-oxidized silicon 

grainss were heat-treated in argon atmosphere. In that way grain reduction by oxidation is excluded, 

butt thermal migration is allowed. We observed no change of the EPR spectrum of P upon such a 

treatment. . 

Furtherr we investigated oxidized silicon wafers by Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy 

(SIMS)) [3.9]. The SIMS experiment has been described in chapter 2. For the thermal budget 

characteristicc to the silicon nanocrystals oxidation processes no significant P pile-up at the Si/SiC>2 

interfacee has been concluded. 

Anotherr possible mechanism to be considered, is the hydrogen passivation. During heat 

treatmentt there is a great chance of hydrogen penetration into silicon. Passivation could change the 

ratioo between the isolated P impurities and their complexes. When lowering the ratio of isolated 
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atomss one effectively obtains a spectrum typical for P agglomerations. Passivation of donors 

renderss them non-paramagnetic and non-detectable by EPR. Simulation of the process with equal 

probabilityy of passivation of isolated P atoms and those forming clusters reveals a drop of the 

relativee number of interacting donors, in contradiction with experiment. 

Yett another important aspect is the influence of the surface, which is known to affect the 

wavee function symmetry. The donor function in the vicinity of a grain border is confined inside the 

crystal.. Grains produced by our method are relatively large (in the range of 30 - 100 nm, as 

comparedd to the Bohr radius re = 1.7 nm) and have too small skin layer to volume ratio to elucidate 

ourr observations. Therefore also the surface influence can be neglected as a possible origin of the 

observedd changes in EPR spectrum. 

Itt is known from the literature that the growth of Si02 on a Si wafer produces stress in the 

vicinityy of the Si/Si02 interface [3.10], The local stress at the Si/Si02 interface created during 

oxidationn at 1000 °C can be of the order of <7= 106 dynes/cm2, which is less than the uniaxial stress 

appliedd by Wilson and Feher [3.11] for the perturbation of silicon band structure. 

Inn case of the oxidized silicon grains the oxide is surrounding the silicon symmetrically so 

noo preferential direction is distinguishable. As described by Charitat and Martinez [3.10] the stress 

diminishess with increasing distance from the Si/SiC>2 interface, thus it cannot be responsible for the 

effectt present in the bulk of the nanocrystal. Additionally, the oxidation-induced stress is efficiently 

relaxedd by point defect generation. Therefore a possible explanation in terms of stress induced by 

thee external oxide layer is not raised. 

Inn view of the above and on the basis of the observation that the decrease of hyperfine 

splittingg is relatedd to the diminishing of the average volume of the grains, we attempt to analyze the 

effectt in terms of size confinement. In the analysis as will be presented the reduction of hyperfine 

constantt A is an effect of the limited size of the silicon grain together with its asymmetrical shape. 

Thee behavior of the phosphorus donor in silicon nanocrystals will be based on the EMT [3.11]. 

Inn EMT the wave function Y(r) of the phosphorus shallow donor electron in its bound state 

iss obtained as a linear combination with coefficients aw of wave functions F(/)(r)M(')(r)exp(iJto(/V). In 
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thiss expression the envelope functions F^\r) are the solution of a hydrogen-like Schrödinger 

equationn and represent the localized bound character of the donor electron. The Bloch functions 

u^ir^xpiiko^r)u^ir^xpiiko^r) are the wave functions of electrons in the conduction band minima and represent 

thee effect of the host crystal. As the conduction band of silicon is six-fold degenerate, there exist 

sixx equivalent states which are enumerated by the index j = 1, 6. The probability of finding an 

electronn in the j-th valley is given by l«wl2. The degeneracy of the hydrogenic Is donor state is 

liftedd by the cubic crystal field V<i created by neighboring silicon atoms and the state will be split 

intoo a singlet Ai, a doublet E, and triplet T2. In terms of the inter-valley matrix elements Jo = -

<+jdVdl+JO,, A\ = - <+jclVdl-Jc> and A2 = - <+x\Vd\+y>,  the energies are found as solutions of the 

valley-orbitt matrix as £AI = - AQ - A\ - AA2, EE = - Ao - A\ + 2A2, and £T2 = - Ao + A\. The 

separationss of these energy levels have been measured by optical spectroscopy and lead, for P in Si, 

too A\ = + 1.467 meV and A2 = + 2.167 meV [3.12]. Parameter AQ = 35.167 meV is the average 

energyy of all levels. 

Usingg the EMT formalism we may derive an expression for the lowering of the hyperfine 

splittingg in a confined environment. The wave function of the ground state Ai has equal probability 

onn the states related to the six conduction band (CB) minima, as given by aw = (1/V6)(1,1,1,1,1,1). 

Thee ground state is spherically symmetric and has a non-vanishing density on the nucleus. Excited 

statess are described by wave functions of non-spherical symmetry and zero localization of the 

electronn on the site of the nucleus. The ground state Ai is the only state contributing to the 

hyperfinee interaction with the donor nucleus in the center. Admixing of higher-lying states with 

zeroo localization and strong anisotropy leads to lowered hyperfine and increased mutual interaction 

[3.13]. . 

Inn order to describe the effect of size confinement, we consider for simplicity a tetragonal 

perturbationn along the z axis. The correlation with the size, shape, and orientation of the 

nanocrystalss will be made more specific further in the text. Energy shifts AEu and  of the 

electronn states due to confinement can be described by a single dimensionless parameter x, when 

expressedd in units A2. For the z direction the energy shift with respect to the center of gravity will 
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bee -2xAi, for the perpendicular directions x and y the shift is +xA2. The energy difference between 

thee up-shifted and down-shifted valleys is given by 3x^2. The interaction matrix of the donor 

electronn Hamiltonian, including the size effect, has the form of the modified 6x6 valley-orbit 

matrixx Hvo: 

HH vovo = -Ai 

-x-x l+S 1 1 1 1 

l+Sl+S -x 1 1 1 1 

11 1 -x l+S 1 1 

11 1 l + S -x 1 1 

11 1 1 1 +2x l + S 

1 1 1 11 l + S +2x 

(3.3) ) 

Parameterr 6 has been introduced by ö = (l/2)(ET2 - £E)/^2 = (^1/^2) - 1, accounting for the 

generallyy small triplet-doublet splitting. For Si:P, ö = - 0.323. In the present case of axial tetragonal 

perturbationn along the z axis one may anticipate a solution with o(! ) = «(2) = a(3) = a(4) and a(5) = a(6). 

Normalizationn will require 4[a(l)]2 + 2[a(5)]2 = 1. Solving the valley-orbit matrix for its 

eigenvectors,, one obtains 

[oc(1)]22 = 1/8 + (l/8)(2 - 3x)/(36 - 12JC + 9x2) 2N1/2 2 (3-4) ) 

Thee hyperfine splitting which is proportional to l!P(0)l2 is given by the expression 

A(x)A(x) ~ \¥(0)\2 = ^ ( O y V ^ O ) ! 2 ! ^ , . ^ ! 2 . (3.5) ) 

A(x)A(x) ~ l^(0)!2 = l^(0)l2l«c/)(0)l2[3 + 3(6 -JC)/(36 - 12x + 9JC2)172]. (3.6) ) 
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Comparedd to the hyperfine splitting A(0) in bulk material the confinement reduces the hyperfine 

couplingg by the factor 

A(x)/A(0)A(x)/A(0) = (1/2) + (6 - JC)/2(36 - 12*  + 9x2)m. (3.7) 

Inn taking the last step it was assumed that both constants 7^(0) and «w(0) for the nanocrystals are 

equall  to their values in bulk material. 

Thee experimentally observed lowering of hyperfine interaction A originates from an 

anisotropicc perturbation of the bottom levels of the six CB minima. This is due to the asymmetric 

shapee of the nanocrystals. We assume that grains are longitudinal blocks with dimensions 

dj_xdxxdii,, where the ratio between short and long side is expressed by the parameter y = dj_/dn. For 

ourr samples y < 1. Throughout the text the sample dimensions are specified by the value d«. The 

limitedd volume and asymmetry of the grain shape produce a tetragonal perturbation of the CB 

bottom.. Due to the restricted volume, the CB minima in perpendicular directions are shifted up 

moree than the CB minima in longitudinal directions. There is a number of publications which 

derivee expressions for the enlargement of the energy band gap with diminishing grain size [3.14, 

3.15].. The enlargement consists of a down-shift of the valence band (VB) and an up-shift of the CB 

[3.16].. Our EPR experiments provide results on the EMT shallow donor phosphorus, where only 

perturbationn of the CB bottom is significant for the electronic structure. We apply a general 

relationshipp for the CB up-shift [3.15] 

AEcBAEcB = a/db, (3.8) 

forr particles of size d and adjustable parameters a and b. 

Inn our approximation it is assumed that all the grains are oriented in such a way that their 

longitudinall  axis coincides with one of the <100> crystallographic directions, in analogy to the 

columnarr structure of porous silicon analyzed by theoretical studies. The correlation between the 
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tetragonall  perturbation in the valley-orbit matrix and the perturbation induced by spatial 

confinementt takes the form 

3xA3xA22 = AECB(d1)-AECB(d„)  = [(l-r b)a]/[y b df]. (3.9) 

Iff  we consider that the lifting of degeneracy in the CB affects only the electron probability in the 

valleys,, then the reduction of the hyperfine interaction can be expressed in terms of the céJ>, and, 

usingg Eq. 3.7, in the perturbation parameter x. For a more elaborate discussion, see references [3.7, 

3.8,3.11]. . 

Forr the largest experimentally found reduction of 6.2 %, the perturbation parameter 

becomess x = 0.98. An alternative solution, x = -1.45, is not considered here as it corresponds to 

conductionn band down-shift. 

Sincee the formulas [3.7] and [3.9] combine the hyperfine splitting parameter A(x) and the 

largestt grain dimension d\\ with parameters a and b, a fit to experimental data can be performed as is 

shownn in figure 3.2. The power dependence of the CB up-shift, i.e., the value of parameter b, is 

foundd not to be dependent on the particular choice of the asymmetry parameter y. For the value y = 

0.6,, which has been estimated from the SEM images, we can fit experimental data from the two 

smallestt powders and obtain the parameters describing up-shift of the CB. It takes the empirical 

formm AECE = 1600/d1', where the AECB is expressed in meV and d in nm. We note that in our 

approximationn we have assumed that the parameter y did not change upon oxidation. 

Forr large perturbation x » 1 the EMT predicts reduction of hyperfine splitting to (lfj)A(0) 

[3.11].. In this range any further up-shift of the CB, and thus an increased non-equivalence of the six 

CBB minima, will not affect the hyperfine splitting parameter A(x). Such a case is represented by 

porouss silicon with crystallites of the order of nanometers. In order to estimate the CB up-shift in 

grainss of sizes in the range of a few nanometers other experimental techniques would be more 

appropriatee [3.14]. 
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3.55 Comparison of band shifts 

Wee can compare and combine the independently experimentally determined perturbations 

off  the conduction band, as described in this chapter, with the shifts of the valence band and the 

enlargementt of the band gap, determined by the optical investigations, as reported in chapter 2. 

Takingg as example a grain size d = 200 nm, the increase of conduction band energy, as derived 

fromm our empirical formula, is AEQB = + 4.7 meV. The change of valence band energy for the same 

grainn size, as established from the Dl band shift, equals JEVB = - 4.0 meV. We note here that 

accordingg to theoretical calculations of Voos et al. [3.17] the down-shift of the valence band and 

up-shiftt of the conduction band are of comparable magnitude. The current experiments confirm this 

conclusionn by giving a similar change for both bands. Taken together the two contributions will 

givee the enlargement of the energy gap of the crystallites as + 8.7 meV. On the other hand, from the 

measurementt of the electron-hole recombination we conclude that for the same grain size the 

energyy gap changes by 12.9 meV. We note that the series of experiments were conducted on 

individuallyy prepared powder samples that differed in grain size distributions. Also taking into 

accountt the accuracy of the estimation of average grain sizes, we conclude that the internal 

consistencyy of the experimentally determined band structure perturbations appears to be 

satisfactory. . 

3.66 Mutual interaction between donors 

Inn the present experiment it turned out that confinement has also an effect on the mutual 

interactionn between donors. An investigation has been conducted on two types of materials with 

significantlyy different phosphorus concentration Cz-Si:P with [P] = 5 x 1015 cm"3 and Fz-Si:P with 

[P]]  = 1.5 x 1017 cm'3. Both materials were mechanically treated in the same way giving identical 

grainn size distributions and oxidized for the same times. 
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Fig.Fig. 3.4. Increased mutual interaction between donors as observed in the nanocrystals with lower 

concentrationconcentration of phosphorus - Cz-SvP ([P]  = 5 x 1015 cm'3). Lines originating from donor pairs 

andand triplets in nanocrystals have stronger intensity than in bulk crystal. 

Forr the nanocrystals with the low concentration of phosphorus characteristic lines 

responsiblee for pairs and triplets are present. The middle line, a fingerprint of donor pairs, appears 

withh significantly higher intensity than in bulk material. The 'triplet' lines are hardly visible in the 

bulkk material whereas in the nanocrystalline material they are clearly distinguishable. For an 

illustrationn of the spectra, see figure 3.4. The effect is understood within the framework of 
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phosphoruss local symmetry perturbation and thus derealization of donor wave function. This leads 

too increased overlap between wave functions of neighboring donors - and this is responsible for the 

mutuall  interaction. 

Hyperfinee lines 

^^ 1 ' 1 ' 1 
1.9955 2.000 2.005 

gg Factor 

Fig.Fig. 3.5. Increased mutual interaction between donors as observed in nanocrystals with high 

concentrationconcentration of phosphorus - Fz-Si:P ([P]  - 1.5 x 1017 cm3). Here the effect is visible with 

decreasedecrease of average grain size of the nanocrystal by a reduction of the intensity of the hyperfine 

lines,lines, which originate from isolated donors. Additionally, the middle line responsible for mutual 

interactioninteraction between large agglomerations of atoms becomes narrower and shifts from g = 1.9985 

toto g = 1.9989, as if all the donors in the nanocrystal interact with each other. 
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Inn the nanocrystals with higher phosphorus concentration the traces of increased mutual 

interactionn are also clearly visible. There are two symptoms: reduction in intensity of the side 

hyperfinee lines originating from isolated donors with decrease of average nanocrystal size and 

increasee of mutual interaction between large clusters of atoms. The second effect is in agreement 

withh the first one; size confinement switches on an interaction between isolated atoms. In case of 

highh concentration of phosphorus, donors start to form large interacting clusters. At first a strong 

EPRR line in the middle between hyperfine lines for g = 1.9985 is observed - see figure 3.5. When 

thee mutual interaction between donors increases due to the size confinement the middle lines 

becomee stronger and narrower. Additionally it shifts slightly towards the value g = 1.9989. In the 

finestfinest grains all the donors interact with each other and no traces of isolated phosphorus can be 

seen.. A similar effect of increased mutual interaction has been observed in porous silicon. In this 

materiall  with low phosphorus concentration the middle line appears with inverted EPR intensity -

seee figure 3.1. 

3.77 Conclusions 

Experimentall  results, obtained for differently prepared silicon nanocrystalline materials, 

givee evidence of small shifts of the silicon bands induced by spatial confinement. Such effects are 

shownn to appear already for relatively large grains with dimensions of the order of 100 nm. The 

evidencee was obtained by investigating features well-known from bulk crystal. Measurements were 

restrictedd to relatively large grains for which the spatial confinement effects represent bulk 

propertiess and not those of surfaces. Small changes of the conduction band were traced in electron 

paramagneticc resonance by the reduction of the hyperfine interaction of phosphorus impurity. On 

thatt basis an empirical formula for the conduction band up-shift is established. A small down-shift 

off  the valence band was revealed by the photoluminescence in the dislocation-related Dl band. The 

bandd gap value of Si grain was independently evaluated by following the recombination energy of 

ann electron-hole transition versus grain size. The experimental results show good qualitative 
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internall  consistency. We conclude that the EPR and PL techniques are appropriate tools for 

investigationss of spatial confinement effects in relatively large grains. 
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White-lightt  emission from silicon nanograms 

Abstract t 

AA new method for the preparation of a silicon nanograins-containing gel by mechanical ball 

millingmilling and a sol-gel process is introduced. Starting from the silicon bulk material, silicon 

nanograinsnanograins have been fabricated by mechanical ball milling followed by sedimentation and other 

segregationsegregation steps in order to select only the smallest nanograins that are suspended in the 

sedimentationsedimentation solution. Characterization of the nanograins has been carried out and the light-

emittingemitting properties of the silicon-containing silica gel have been investigated. Intense, white-blue 

photoluminescencephotoluminescence is observed by the naked eye from the silicon nanograins-containing gel under 

anan UV excitation of 365 nm at room temperature. The photoluminescence intensity and peak 

positionposition are found to be sensitive to heat treatment, both the temperature and the time. It is 

suggestedsuggested that the observed photoluminescence is induced by the existence of silicon nanograins 

withwith crystalline cores embedded in the silica gel. However, it is also tentatively concluded that the 

luminescenceluminescence is not related to transitions across a silicon band gap enlarged due to size 

confinementconfinement in the crystalline nanograins. 
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4.11 Introductio n 

Silicon,, the major semiconductor in the microelectronics industry, has been considered to 

possesss limited suitability for optoelectronic applications mainly due to its narrow and indirect 

electronicc band-gap structure, which limits the emission energies range and the efficiency as a light 

emitter.. For practical applications like laser manufacture, telecommunication, and other 

optoelectronicc devices, scientists investigate II-VI or III-V semiconductor compounds, such as 

GaAs,, GaP, GaN, and InGaAsP. The light emission efficiency is much higher in these materials, 

however,, they are significantly more expensive and challenging for integration into silicon 

integratedd circuits. 

Thee discovery of bright photoluminescence from porous silicon has increased research 

effortss directed to the fabrication of efficient silicon-based light-emitting diodes (LEDs). However, 

thee use of porous silicon has been limited due to instability of its optical properties and mechanical 

fragility.. In the search for alternative light-emitting materials, silicon-based porous-like materials 

aree promising because they keep the interesting properties of porous silicon and can be more easily 

integratedd in the conventional production. It has recently been found that regular structures with 

quantumm layers, wires, and quantum dots can be good alternatives for porous silicon. Molecular 

beamm epitaxy (MBE) grown or sputtered Si/SiC>2 superlattices that have been investigated 

intensivelyy in thee last few years are good examples of quantum layer structures. Quantum wires are 

realizedd by the silicon nano-pillars. Annealing of compositional SiOx (x<2) superlattices can result 

inn quantum dot structures. Another promising approach is to embed silicon at an atomic scale into 

ann isolator matrix such as SiC>2. 

Inn this chapter we report on investigations of silicon nanocrystals prepared by a new 

method.. Starting from silicon bulk materials, silicon nanograms have been fabricated by 

mechanicall  ball milling followed by sedimentation, centrifugation, etc., to select the smallest 

nanograms.. The obtained silicon nanograms are then encased in silica gel by a sol-gel process. 

Furtherr heat treatment to modify the size of the nanograms can be easily carried out in this 
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environment.. In this chapter we present a first report on the light-emitting properties of this silicon-

containingg silica gel under various excitation conditions. 

4.22 Experiment 

Forr the production of silicon nanocrystals, the ball milling method has been applied. The 

detailedd description of the manufacturing of silicon nanocrystals can be found in Chapter 2 and 

publicationss [4.1, 4.2]. SEM images of obtained powders gave information about size distribution 

off  the silicon nanocrystals. Ball milling followed by sedimentation steps produces silicon 

nanocrystalss with the diameters below 60 nm with the maximum in the size distribution at around 

300 nm. 

Silicaa gels doped with the silicon nanoparticles were prepared by the sol-gel process using 

tetraethylorthosilicatee (TEOS), Si(OC2H5)4. The chemical substances as used were: Si(OC2Hs)4, 

nanoparticless of silicon (obtained from the above-described process), ethanol (C2H5OH), water, and 

nitricc acid (HNO3). The ethanol, containing the nanoparticles of silicon, was used as solvent of the 

sol-gell  process. The TEOS was first hydrolyzed for 4 hours at 72 °C with a solution of H2O and 

C2H5OHH (containing nano-silicon particles) in the molar ratios TEOSiH^O^HsOH = 1:4:4. 

Finally,, the obtained homogeneous sol, which contains nano-silicon particles was hydrolyzed by 

addingg the mixed solution of H2O, HNO3, and C2H5OH. The sol was divided into two parts, one 

partt was poured into a bowl for making a bulk sample, and another part was used to make a thin 

filmfilm  by a spinning method. The bulk and thin-film samples then were annealed at high temperatures 

too evaporate the solvent, water, and acid, to burn the organic substances and mainly to reduce the 

sizee of the silicon nanograins by formation of a SiC>2 layer covering the crystallite silicon core. 
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4.33 Results 

4.3.11 Size and crystalline characterization of ball-milled silicon nanocrystals 

Thee characterization of silicon nanograms was carried out at each stage of the sample 

preparationn process. The silicon nanocrystals were investigated directly after the mechanical ball-

millingg step, and after sedimentation and centrifuging steps. In both cases the TEM imaging and X-

rayy diffraction prove that the material is perfectly crystalline. The actual size distribution was 

determinedd from SEM and TEM images. The sedimented and centrifuged Si nanocrystals are much 

smallerr in size in comparison with the as-milled material. The finest fraction of Si nanocrystals has 

sizee distribution between 10 and 60 nm with the average size of 30 nm. Further size reduction of 

siliconn grains was carried out by oxidation in air at temperatures in the range from 600 to 1000 °C. 

Thee shrinkage of Si core due to Si02 growth was monitored by TEM. 

4.3.22 Optical characterization of as-milled nanograins and nanograins-

containingg gel 

Alll  the photoluminescence (PL) experiments have been performed at room temperature. 

Threee excitation sources were available: the ultra-violet (UV) X = 365 nm excitation, N2 laser 

excitationn X = 337 nm, and He-Ne laser excitation X — 630 nm. The Raman spectroscopy 

experimentt was performed at room temperature under He-Ne laser excitation. 

Thee optical measurements have been performed on our samples for both the milled Si 

nanocrystalss and the nanograins-containing silica gel. The Raman and PL spectra for the as-milled 

Sii  nanocrystals are shown in figure 4.1. The Raman spectrum as shown in figure 4.1(a) has two 

peakss at 521 cm"1 and 490 cm"1, respectively, featuring for the bulk crystalline phase of silicon and 

thee amorphous phase of SiC>2. No shift of the 521 cm"1 Raman line is observed for this sample. 

Suchh a shift between bulk and nanocrystalline material would be expected for silicon nanocrystals 
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smallerr than 5 nm according to experimental evidence [4.3, 4.4] and theoretical expectations [4.5]. 

Thee PL spectrum shows a broad band in the near infrared from around 740 to 900 nm - figure 

4.11 (b). This is the typical PL band observed in the milled silicon powder and has been interpreted 

ass due to the special local environment of defects existing on the interface of powder and SiÜ2 

surfacee layer [4.6, 4.7]. 
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Fig.Fig. 4.1. Room-temperature Raman and photoluminescence spectra of the as-milled nanograms, 

(a)(a) Raman spectrum, (b) photoluminescence spectrum excited by UVlight at 337 nm. 
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Fig.Fig. 4.2. Photoluminescence spectrum measured at room temperature of the Si nanograins-

containingcontaining gel after heat treatment at 600 °C for 10 minutes (a) under UV A = 365 nm excitation 

alsoalso showing, for comparison, PL from porous silicon, (b) He-Ne laser excitation at X = 630 nm. 
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Beforee heat treatment no PL emission was observed from the nanograins-containing silica 

gell  in the visible region. After a heat treatment at 600 °C for about 10 minutes, an intensive PL 

visiblee by human eye, was observed, as shown in Figs. 4.2. The PL peaks at A = 427 nm (2.90 eV) 

underr excitation in the UV region at X = 365 nm. To demonstrate the brightness of the blue-white 

photoluminescence,, we also show in figure 4.2(a) the visible red photoluminescence spectrum of a 

typicall  porous silicon sample. Under the excitation at 630 nm, another PL peak at X = 698 nm was 

observedd in the same nanograins-containing silica gel sample, see figure 4.2(b). The intensity of 

thiss red PL band is rather weak; about two orders weaker than that of the X = 427 nm band. We 

concludee that the high-temperature annealing has resulted in PL emission in the range of visible 

light. . 

II  i i i I 
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Fig.Fig. 4.3. Room-temperature Raman spectra of the as-milled grains (521 cm ) and the nanograins-

containingcontaining silica gel after annealing at 900 Cfor 1 hour (519.7 cm ) and for 4 hours (506 cm ) . 
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Fig.Fig. 4.4. (a) Dependence of the PL in the 698 nm band on annealing for 5, 20, and 120 minutes at 

temperaturetemperature Ta„„ eai = 900 °C, excitation at 630 nm. (b) Decrease of the 427 nm emission upon 

annealingannealing for 10 minutes at the successive temperatures of 600 to 900 °C, excitation at 365 nm. 
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Furtherr investigation of the nanograins-containing silica gel shows that by variation of the 

oxidationn time, we were able to change the thickness of the surrounding SiCh layer, in this way the 

coree of nanograms could be shrinked. As a consequence of the nanograms size distribution the 

observedd PL spectrum covered a wide range of emission from ultra violet to visible light. The 

nanogramss size reduction can be measured by Raman spectroscopy. The room-temperature Raman 

spectraa of me as-milled grains, the nanograins-containing silica gel after annealing in air at 900 °C 

forr 1 hour and for 4 hours are given in figure 4.3. It is clear that by prolonging the oxidation time, 

thee Raman peak of the TO vibration mode at 521 cm"1 has shifted toward the lower wave number 

regionn indicating the average size reduction of the crystalline silicon core [4.3]. 

Thermall  annealing affects the PL spectra observed from the nanograins-containing silica 

gel.. Figure 4.4(a) shows the annealing time dependence of the PL spectra of the 698 nm band and 

figuree 4.4(b) shows the annealing temperature dependence of the PL spectra of the 427 nm band. 

Ass shown in figure 4.4(a) the 698 nm PL band is observable even after the gel was heat treated at 

9000 °C for 2 hours. It is observed that the intensity of the 698 nm band decreases upon anneal for 5, 

20,, and 120 minutes at 900 °C, but no shift in its wavelength occurs. After the 20 minutes anneal 

stagee a new PL band peaking around 660 nm appeared. The 427 nm PL band - figure 4.4(b) -

decreasess its intensity upon increment of the annealing temperature. Simultaneously, a multiband 

formationn can be observed when the annealing temperature reaches T= 800 or 900 °C. 

4.44 Discussion 

Thee samples as investigated, consisting of crystalline silicon nanoparticles, surrounded by 

oxidee layers of various thicknesses, embedded in silica gel, have a clear heterogeneous structure. 

Followingg the discussion of Chapter 1 - see section 1.2 and figure 1.1 - a first step in the 

discussionn is therefore the identification of the region from which the luminescence originates. 

Here,, we adopt a simple three-region model. 
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Althoughh the silicon nanograms are the most distinguishing feature of the new material, 

mostt likely they do not provide the light-emitting properties directly themselves. The experiments 

ass discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis have indicated an increase of their band gap energy 

byy £(meV) = 4380/[d(nm)]1'. With an average size d = 30 nm of nanoparticles, the widening of the 

bandd will be of order 100 meV. This will only allow light emission from electron-hole or exciton 

recombinationn or from defect levels in the infrared range. The visible light at X = All and 698 nm, 

withh the energies 2.90 and 1.77 eV, respectively, cannot be generated in this still too narrow gap. 

Accordingg to an effective-mass calculation the band gap energy changes from 1.3 eV for 10 nm to 

2.00 eV for 4 nm grain diameter [4.8, 4.9]. In many experimental research reports it is confirmed 

thatt visible light emission based on gap enlargement due to size confinement requires particles with 

thee size below 4 nm [4.10-4.12]. For particles of size larger than 10 nm, as available in our 

experiments,, the band gap is indirect, as in bulk material, with very ineffective carrier 

recombinationn rates. Upon thermal anneal in air the size of the nanoparticles will shrink. This 

processs is, e.g., demonstrated by the shift of Raman lines as shown in figure 4.3, revealing the 

growthh of silicon dioxide or suboxide material at the expense of crystalline silicon. In case of size 

confinementt the decrease of silicon particle size is accompanied by blue shift of the luminescence 

[4.13].. In the experiments as shown in figure 4.4, however, the emission energy does not change, 

overr the major part of the anneal treatment, denying an effect of the confinement mechanism. 

Itt is also considered that luminescence is not directly produced by the silica gel, constituting 

thee second major component in the sample material. Silica gels prepared without the addition of 

siliconn nanoparticles do not show the reported luminescence spectra peaking at 427 or 698 nm. 

Onn the basis of this process of elimination it is concluded that the luminescence will find its 

sourcee in the intermediate silicon oxide SiOx, x < 2, layers, or their interfaces with the silicon 

nanoparticless or silica gel [4.14, 4.15]. As the insulator oxide has a gap around 8 eV, the 

opportunityy for white-light emission is present. As this material is not crystalline, there will exist 

manyy electron levels due to intrinsic structural defects [4.16]. Defects which have often been 

observedd to exist are the well-known E' center in silicon dioxide, the neutral oxygen vacancy 
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(NOV)) and the so-called non-bridging oxygen hole center (NBOHC) [4.15, 4.17-4.20]. These 

defectss can also bind excitons. Our EPR experiments did not provide any evidence for the presence 

off  impurities, such as transition metals. A specific defect identification is not possible on basis of 

thee present experiments. The observed absence of change of luminescence energy upon thermal 

treatmentt is consistent with a defect-related emission mechanism. The reduction of luminescence 

intensityy upon thermal anneal is related in an obvious way to relaxation of the structure at elevated 

temperaturess reducing and eventually removing the optically active centers. Alternatively, or 

additionally,, the reduction of interface volume due to shrinkage of the nanoparticles is another 

reasonn for weakening the luminescence. 

Thee complexity of the geometrical and compositional structures, with many parameters 

relevantt for their physical properties, explains the existing lack of commonly accepted 

denominationss between several publications reporting on experiments in this field. It will require 

concertedd systematic investigations with several techniques applied to gain control over the basic 

processess for the important phenomenon of visible-light generation in silicon-based materials. 
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Influencee of p-n junction formation at a Si/Si:Er 
interfacee on low-temperature excitation of Er  ions in 
crystallinee silicon 

Abstract t 

TheThe characteristic X- 1.54 jum emission of Er3*  ions implanted into a silicon wafer is excited by 

anan Ar laser pointed at the non-implanted side of the sample. In this experimental configuration 

energyenergy has to be transferred across the bulk of the crystal, of approximately 350 fJm thickness, 

beforebefore reaching the Er-doped layer. Effects related to the presence of a p-n junction formed by Er 

dopingdoping at the Si/Si:Er interface are consistently explained assuming that excitons are responsible 

forfor 4f-electron core excitation of the Er3*  ions in crystalline silicon at low temperatures. 
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5.11 Introductio n 

Thee properties of erbium-doped silicon receive much attention due to the photonic potential 

off  this material. As a result of intensive research, room-temperature electroluminescence from 

crystallinee silicon has been reported by a number of groups [5.1-5.3]. However, intense room-

temperaturee photoluminescence (PL) has so far been demonstrated only for amorphous silicon [5.4] 

andd silicon/silicon oxide mixtures (SIPOS) [5.5, 5.6], but not for crystalline silicon. A thorough 

understandingg of the microscopic process responsible for the energy transfer between the 

crystallinee silicon matrix and the 4/-electron core of Er ions is of prime importance. 

Whilee impact with hot carriers is responsible for generation of efficient electroluminescence 

inn reverse-biased diodes [5.7], localization or collisions with excitons at Er-related donor centers is 

aa generally accepted mechanism of low-temperature photoluminescence in crystalline Si:Er [5.8]. 

Thee Auger process of exciton recombination with a simultaneous energy transfer to the 4/-electron 

shelll  of the Er3+ ions has been modeled theoretically [5.9-5.11], but it has not been unambiguously 

supportedd by experiment, all evidence in its favor being of an indirect nature. In this contribution 

wee present data on exciton transport in an Er-doped Si wafer and show that it governs the Er3+ 

excitation.. The evidence confirms the prominent role of excitons in the low-temperature 

photoluminescencee mechanism of Er in Si. 

Inn the past, it has been reported that Er PL generated by band-to-band excitation of the 

matrixx can be observed also when the laser beam illuminates the non-implanted side of the wafer, 

i.e.,, typically at a distance of 350-500 îm from the Er-doped layer [5.12]. In the case of band-to-

bandd absorption at low temperature in Si with low concentration of defects/doping, practically all 

createdd electron-hole pairs couple very fast into free excitons. Since energy transfer in the silicon 

matrixx by emission and re-absorption of infrared photons is highly improbable, the observation of 

thee backside excitation of Er PL was interpreted as evidence of exciton participation in the 

excitationn process, and provided the main experimental support of an exciton-mediated excitation 

mechanismm for Er in crystalline silicon. 
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Somee time ago we have reported that Er PL generated from the non-implanted side of a 

waferr appears with a considerable time delay with respect to the excitation laser pulse [5.13]. In the 

currentt research we investigate more closely Si:Er PL generated under conditions of backside 

excitation,, and compare the results with those obtained under standard conditions, when the Er-

relatedd emission is obtained by illumination of the Er-implanted wafer side. 

5.22 Experimental details 

Thee experimental set-up permitted an easy change between two configurations of 

excitation:: with the laser beam directed either on the implanted side or on the non-implanted side of 

thee sample. In both cases PL was collected from the Er-implanted side. The experiments were 

performedd in a closed-cycle cryostat in the temperature range between T = 15 K and T= 150 K. An 

on-offf  modulated (25 Hz) argon laser operating at A = 514.5 nm was used as an excitation source. 

Thee emerging PL signal was monitored with a high-sensitivity germanium detector (Edinburgh 

Instruments). . 

Thee possibility of Er excitation from the non-implanted side was tested for differently 

preparedd materials. We have found that for almost all the samples PL emission could be detected in 

thatt configuration. A sample with the strongest intensity of Er PL (for excitation of the non-

implantedd side) was selected for further studies. Detailed investigation was then conducted for a 

low-energyy (300 keV, 3xl012 cm"2 dose) Er implanted oxygen-rich p-type (B-doped) Cz-Si wafer 

off  approximately 350 jim thickness. The sample was also co-implanted with oxygen (40 keV, 

3xl0133 cm"2 dose) and annealed at 900 °C in a nitrogen atmosphere for 30 minutes. The PL 

spectrumm of the sample was dominated by the so-called cubic Er center. 
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5.33 Experimental results 

Itt has been frequently reported that Er implantation into crystalline silicon produces a 

varietyy of Er-related optically active centers [5.14]. These individual centers, which might differ 

by,, e.g., details of their microstructure, could possess their own excitation mechanisms. 

Consequently,, it seems plausible to imagine that the two different excitation regimes explored here 

couldd lead to activation of different Er-related centers. In order to check that possibility PL spectra 

obtainedd under implanted and non-implanted side excitation were carefully compared. The result is 

depictedd in figure 5.1; as can be seen both spectra differ in magnitude but are identical in their 
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Fig.Fig. 5.1. PL spectra obtained for implanted (a) and non-implanted side excitation (b, c, d): (b) 

withoutwithout electrical bias, (c) under forward, and (d) reverse bias. Note that the intensity scale is 

adjustedadjusted for (a). 
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Fig.Fig. 5.2. (a) Time dependence of the intensity of Er-related PL under implanted and non-implanted 

sideside excitation. The laser pulse is also shown, (b) The delay time observed for the non-implanted 

sideside excitation is plotted as a function of (inverse) laser power. 
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structure.. We conclude therefore that the same optically active centers are excited in both 

experimentall  configurations, i.e., excitation diffusion across the bulk of the material does not 

influencee the "final" excitation mechanism responsible for the energy transfer to the rare-earth ion 

core.. We note that emission due to both free and (boron) bound excitons was also present in the 

observedd PL spectrum. 

Figuree 5.2(a) compares the time development of the Er-related PL signal observed in the 

twoo experimental configurations. For reference, the laser signal is also shown. We notice that for 

illuminationn of the non-implanted side, the PL signal appears with some delay with respect to the 

excitationn pulse. In the experiment we have concluded that this delay is of the order of a few 

milliseconds,, and that its actual magnitude depends on the laser power. This dependence is 

depictedd in the figure 5.2(b). By extrapolation, one expects an infinite rise time of the signal at a 

zeroo power level. 

5.44 Discussion 

Wee will first consider the case of excitation by a green laser pointed at the wafer side 

oppositee to the Er-implanted layer. In that case the relevant parameters are as follows: photon 

energyy hv= 2.4 eV, absorption coefficient a= 104 cm'1, pumping intensity I = 3 x 1016 cm"V' for 

0.44 mW, and a spot diameter of 2.2 mm. At low temperatures, for such a pumping level excitonic 

recombinationn dominates, and practically all created electron-hole pairs transform into excitons. As 

aa result we have an exciton source S(x,t) near the surface (at x = 0): S(x,t) = cdg(t) exp(-ax), where 

aa is the absorption coefficient, and g(t) describes the temporal evolution of the pump: g(t) = 1 for 0 

<< t < to, and g(t) = 0 for / > to, where the excitation laser is switched off at t - to. Due to a 

concentrationn gradient the excitons created near the non-implanted surface diffuse into the bulk and 

towardd the Er-doped layer near the opposite side of the sample. In what follows we will consider 

thee exciton diffusion process in detail. 
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5.4.11 Exciton diffusion 

Too analyze the exciton diffusion at distance s, we should find the solution on a semi-infinite 

straightt line to the diffusion equation with a source of excitons near x = 0: 

dNdN d2N N 
BtBt ox T 

(5.1) ) 

withh boundary condition 

dx dx 
== 0 att  JC = 0. (5.2) ) 

Heree Nex, D, and rex are the exciton concentration, diffusion coefficient, and the exciton lifetime, 

respectively.. The solution of this problem is given by [5.15]: 

NNexex{x,t){x,t) = \ d r \ d ^ 
aIg(T) aIg(T) 

nD(t-r) nD(t-r) 
exp p 

(x-Z)(x-Z)2 2 

AD{t-r) AD{t-r) -4fl--t-t t-t (5.3) ) 

Fromm Eq. 5.3, we can get the exciton density fluxyex(jt,^ = -DdN^/dx at the distance x = s » a] 

andd for time t < to: 

II  '/Ar 1 
JJaa(s*t)(s*t) = -r- f<£—exp 

,11 s2 ) (5.4) ) 

Inn Eq. 5.4 we introduce parameter At = s2/4D and the diffusion length of the excitons L = vf£>reJ. 

Thee parameter At determines the diffusion-related time delay, i.e., the time necessary for an exciton 

too arrive at distance s due to diffusion. For t >> At the exciton density flux becomes independent of 

time:time: jCK(s,t) —>jex(s). From Eq. 5.4 at  °° (using the saddle approximation technique) we get 

Jex(Jex(ss)) = *Jjexp(-s!L). (5.5) ) 
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Afterr switching off the pump, for t > to, the exciton density flux at x = s » a"1 is given by 

ƒƒ ' /A*  1 
Je*(s,t)Je*(s,t) = - r [dz^^exp 

(\(\ s2 ) 
[z[z AÜ ) (5.6) ) 

Forr a reasonable parameter value of D = 90 cmV [5.16], the time delay At = s2AD due to 

diffusionn for the distance of s = 350 Jim is about 3.5 jis. Although the exciton diffusion constant D 

== 90 cm s" was obtained for a high-purity material and should therefore be taken as an upper limit, 

wee note that the experimentally measured delay (see figure 5.2(a)) exceeds the estimated value by 3 

orderss of magnitude. Therefore we conclude that the exciton diffusion itself cannot lead to such a 

longg delay, and that another explanation has to be considered. As a possible mechanism we suppose 

thatt the long delay time could be induced by destruction of the depletion region associated with a p-

nn junction, that could appear in the silicon substrate due to Er doping. 

5.4.22 Exciton flux across/?-/*  junction 

Itt is generally accepted [5.7] that erbium implantation into silicon leads to the formation of 

donorr centers with ionization energies in the 0.1-0.25 eV range and whose concentration is 

comparablee to that of the Er ions. The sample under investigation was prepared from p-type Si 

dopedd by boron with a concentration of NB = 1015 cm"3. Since the Er concentration in the implanted 

layerr is ~1018 cm"3, even if not all the Er ions form donors, a p-n junction should occur in 

equilibriumm at the boundary with the Er-implanted layer. In view of the higher Er doping level, the 

widthh of the depletion region is controlled by boron doping, and at low temperatures is given by 

g ( Eg - ( ED + £B ) / 2)) (5>7) 

2ne2ne22NNt t B B 
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wheree Eg is the energy gap, £D and £B are the binding energies of the Er-related donors and boron 

acceptors,, respectively, e is the electron charge, and e is the dielectric constant of silicon. The 

calculatedd depletion region of about 1 u.m is situated predominantly in the p-type layer. In the Er-

dopedd layer, the width of the depletion region is WD = WWBWD, where Afo is the Er-related donor 

concentration.. The negative charge ( -#BW) is accumulated in the depletion region of the p-type 

layer,, and the same positive charge (+JVDWD = NBW) is in the «-type layer. The resulting maximum 

electricc field in the depletion region reaches approximately 104 V/cm. In such a high electric field 

thee excitons are easily destroyed by tunneling enhancement due to the Poole-Frenkel effect. Thus, 

excitonss arriving at the p-n junction are divided into electron-hole pairs. Subsequently holes are 

capturedd by negatively charged boron ions and electrons become localized at charged donors. 

Excitonss will start to appear in the Er-doped layer and excite Er only after the depletion region has 

beenn removed due to charge compensation. The time St, which is needed for the destruction of the 

p-np-n junction can be found from the equation 

<* * 
\dtj\dtjexex(s,t)(s,t) = NBW, (5-8) 
o o 

wheree jex(s,t) is given by Eq. 5.4. If the diffusion process is fast we soon arrive at stationary 

conditions,, and instead of Eq. 5.8, we can use the following relation for finding the delay time St 

(takingg into account Eq. 5.5): 

a^=Iexp(-s/L)a^=Iexp(-s/L) = NBW. <5-9) 

Wee will now use the above formula to estimate the diffusion length L. With the experimentally 

obtainedd value of the delay time St in the millisecond range, we get L « 60 //m. Such a diffusion 

lengthh corresponds to an exciton lifetime of r^x *=  0.4 fjs. In our experiment the lifetime of the free 

excitonss is controlled by capture at neutral boron acceptors. This assumption is supported by the 

observationn of bound-exciton luminescence for non-implanted side excitation. In this casee we have 
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—— = W i o
,„<v> , (5.10) 

TTex ex 

wheree <v> and <j ex are the thermal velocity and capture cross section of free excitons, respectively. 

Thee calculated exciton lifetime corresponds to aex = 1.2 x 10"15 cm2, which is a reasonable value. 

Thereforee we conclude that the presence of the p-n junction can lead to the observed delay time. 

Alsoo we note that from Eq. 5.9 we get St <x 1/7, which is also supported by experiment - see figure 

5.2. . 

5.4.33 Bias effect on delay time 

Inn order to verify the validity of the proposed mechanism and to relate the experimentally 

observedd long onset time of the Er PL excited in the backside configuration to exciton dissociation 

att a p-n junction, we first tried to observe the effect in a sample prepared in an identical manner but 

fromm an «-type silicon substrate - P-doped Cz-Si, [P] = 1015 cm"3. This turned out to be 

inconclusive:: in view of the weaker PL considerably larger laser powers had to be used for 

excitation.. Therefore, while no delay was observed in the experiment, we were not able to 

unambiguouslyy decide whether that was caused by a reduction of the depletion region or by the 

increasedd laser power. 

Wee then returned to the p-type sample and investigated the delay time as a function of an 

electric-fieldd bias applied to the sample. For that purpose contacts were made (with silver paste) on 

thee opposing faces of the same sample, that was used for the earlier-described measurements. The 

samplee was then placed in the low-temperature experimental set-up allowing for measurements in 

thee two illumination configurations. In addition, dc voltage from a stabilized power supply could 

noww be applied, providing electric field across the thickness of the sample. Prior to the PL 

experimentt we measured the low-temperature I-V characteristics of the sample. The result depicted 

inn figure 5.3 confirms that Er implantation into a p-type silicon substrate results in p-n junction 

formation.. We then proceeded to investigate the PL signal delay time in the backside illumination 
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configurationn and under the applied bias. While the Er-related PL spectrum did not change, see 

figuree 5.1, the kinetics of the signal were clearly influenced by the bias. This is illustrated in figure 

5.44 where the PL kinetics measured under electric bias is shown. As can be seen, the PL onset 

delayy time observed, as before, with low excitation density can now be changed with the voltage 

appliedd to the junction. Under conditions of reverse bias the delay time can be increased as the 

depletionn region increases; the delay time can be brought down to zero under forward bias. 

Followingg our interpretation, the applied forward bias reduces the depletion region to a level where 

excitonss diffusing towards the Er-implanted layer are no longer destroyed. These findings are in 

fulll  agreement with the mechanism of exciton dissociation at the p-n junction, as proposed in the 

precedingg section. 
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Fig.Fig. 5.3. Low-temperature I-V characteristics of the p-type sample used in the experiment. 
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Fig.Fig. 5.4. (a) Delay time of the Er PL observed for non-implanted side excitation as a function of 

electricalelectrical bias, (b) Time dependence of the PL signal under electrical bias conditions is shown. 
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5.55 Conclusions 

Wee have analyzed the influence of a p-n junction created by Er implantation at a Si/Si:Er 

interfacee on the PL kinetics of the Er3*  ions. We have shown that dissociation of excitons by the 

electric-fieldd potential at the junction can explain the delayed onset of Er PL, when excited from 

thee non-implanted side of the silicon wafer. The particular value of this delay can be tuned by 

applicationn of a bias voltage to the p-n junction. The current findings confirm that excitons are 

responsiblee for the AI\sn —> Ahm excitation of Er3+ ions in crystalline silicon at low temperatures. 
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Nuclearr  conversion of  195AuFe into 195PtFe centers in 
silicon::  observations by magnetic resonance 

Abstract t 

ForFor the purposes of the reported experiments iron-doped silicon samples were implanted with 

nucleinuclei Hg, which due to nuclear instability transmute via radioactive gold into stable platinum. 

ElectronElectron paramagnetic resonance was applied to monitor the conversion of '95AuFe centers into 

PtFePtFe centers. On the basis of the hyperfine interactions both centers were unambiguously 

ascribedascribed to gold and platinum impurities with mass 195, having having their origin in the implantation. 

FromFrom the observation of centers with an equal geometrical structure it is concluded that no atomic 

displacementsdisplacements due to recoil occur. Intensities of AuFe decrease with time and are accompanied 

byby a simultaneous increase of195PtFe signals, revealing the nuclear process. Deviation of the time 

dependencedependence from the 183 days half-life of the '95Au isotope is ascribed to iron diffusion and to shift 

ofof the Fermi level in the samples during the center transformation. Accurately measured hyperfine 

interactionsinteractions with the gold isotopes indicate a hyperfine structure anomaly of !95Au with respect to 

197197AuAu less than 1%. 
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6.11 Introductio n 

Thee electronic properties of centers with deep electronic levels in the band gap of 

semiconductorss are an important subject of study. From the point of view of fundamental materials 

sciencee the understanding of the electronic structure of the centers is of great interest. Transition 

metals,, with their inner d-shell electrons incorporated in elemental semiconductors, with host s and 

pp electrons, represent a challenging case, requiring detailed experimental investigations of atomic 

andd electronic properties and dedicated theoretical modeling. 

Amongg such systems, the gold and platinum impurities in silicon have attracted intensive 

attention.. Both platinum and gold are easily involved in complex formation with other impurities. 

Besidess by magnetic resonance, these processes have been followed by techniques such as 

photoluminescencee and deep-level transient spectroscopy. The data have in general led to a 

consistentt picture of these impurity reactions. A large number of complexes has been catalogued 

[6.1]. . 

Thee main goal of the present investigation was the observation of a common origin shared 

byy the centers with the consequent corollaries for their structures. In the experiment samples are 

preparedd by the implantation of radioactive 195Hg. By the decay of this isotope, following the 

schemee 195Hg (lOh) —» 195Au (183 d) —»195Pt (stable), gold and platinum centers are generated on a 

knownn time scale. By electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) the gradual conversion of gold- into 

platinum-relatedd centers, governed by the nuclear life-time, can be observed provided suitable 

conditionss exist to form the centers in a paramagnetic state. A correlated decrease of the intensities 

off  Au-related and increase of Pt-related spectra will provide direct evidence for a common origin of 

thee centers. For the centers to have an equal geometrical structure it is required that the recoil 

energyy released in the decay process does not induce atomic displacements. 

Thee magnetic resonance spectrum with label Si-A23 was previously identified as arising 

fromm a SirAuFe complex on the basis of resolved hyperfine interactions with both gold and iron 

[6.2].. The spectrum Pt(II) was assigned to platinum following the characteristic hyperfine pattern of 
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thee natural isotopes 5Pt and Pt [6.3], with a later demonstration of iron involvement [6.4]. Both 

complexess consist of a substitutional transition metal atom with an iron atom in a nearest interstitial 

sitee along a (111) axis and thus have the trigonal symmetry. Spectroscopic parameters are well 

knownn [6.1]. 

6.22 Samples and experimental conditions 

Forr the experiments float-zone silicon, n-type doped by phosphorus to the electrical 

resistivityy of either 5 Qcm or 125 Qcm, was used. Flat samples with a thickness of 0.35 mm were 

implantedd by mercury into a polished surface over an area of approximately 25 mm2. Silicon 

materialss of different resistivity were chosen to enhance the probability of producing the gold- and 

platinum-relatedd centers in a paramagnetic state. Samples were implanted by 195Hg at the ISOLDE 

Divisionn of CERN using the General Purpose Mass Separator. Two implantation energies, 30 and 

600 keV, respectively, were used, with equal dose of 8xl012 atoms 195Hg for each energy per sample. 

Twoo different energies favor the more uniform distribution of implanted atoms. Computer 

simulation,, by the TRIM program, shows that the implantation region is placed very shallow below 

thee sample surface, typically in the layer between 15 and 45 nm in depth. The implantation volume 

iss therefore estimated at 0.75X10"6 cm3 and the peak concentration of Hg at 2xl019 cm"3. After 

aroundd three days samples were thermally annealed at 1000 °C for 1 hour, terminated by quench to 

roomm temperature. Annealing has the two beneficial effects of re-crystallization of the surface layer 

off  the sample and of broadening of the implanted impurity profile. By the broadening of the doped 

regionn the density of gold will be lowered with an enhanced possibility to produce isolated centers, 

ratherr than defect clusters. Presence of iron in the isolated atomic form is revealed by the associated 

EPRR spectrum, with g = 2.0699 [6.5]. Slow quenching promotes the formation of the trigonal AuFe 

pairss [6.2, 6.6]. 

Magneticc resonance measurements were performed using a superheterodyne spectrometer 

withh K-band microwave frequency tuned to observe the dispersive part of the signal. For the EPR 
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measurementss samples were kept at the temperature 4.2 K. Measurements were made on both kinds 

off  samples directly after thermal anneal. To follow the nuclear conversion the measurements were 

subsequentlyy repeated with time intervals of two months. Due to their high level of radioactivity 

sampless could only be stored at room temperature. In the low-resistivity samples the neutral-

phosphoruss signal was always present and served as an independent calibration of EPR intensity. 

6.33 EPR results and analysis 

6.3.11 EPR spectrum of the SirAuFe pair 

Measurementss immediately following implantation and anneal show the well-known 

isotropicc spectra of substitutional neutral phosphorus with g value g = 1.9985 and of interstitial 

neutrall  iron at the g = 2.0699 position. After approximately six months of sample storage at room 

temperaturee new resonances readily identifiable as the spectrum Si-A23 of the trigonal gold-iron 

impurityy pair made their appearance. The spectrum as observed for magnetic field along a (111) 

crystallographicc direction is shown in figure 6.1. A fourfold splitting due to hyperfine interaction 

withh a gold nucleus is apparent for the pair aligned along the field direction. The angular 

dependencee of the spectrum follows the trigonal pattern as described in the literature for Si-A23 

[6.2,, 6.6], indicating equal Zeeman fine structure with the parameters as given in table 6.1. 

Whereass in the published literature the prominent gold hyperfine interaction is for the Au 

isotope,, in the present experiment the 195Au isotope will be present. As the nuclear properties of 

thesee isotopes are very similar the comparison of the spectra requires best accuracy. For the 

quantitativee analysis the spin Hamiltonian 

HH = + uzB'g-S - g^BI + SAI + I-Q-I, (6.1) 

withh electron spin S= l /2 and nuclear spin 7 = 3/2, for both l97Au and 195Au, is appropriate. 
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Fig.Fig. 6.1. Electron paramagnetic resonance spectrum observed for the gold-iron pair in silicon, 

withwith magnetic field in a (111) direction, microwave frequency v = 23.021684 GHz and sample 

temperaturetemperature T = 4.2 K. At the higher fields the four nearly equidistant gold-hyperfine structure 

componentscomponents of the pair oriented along the field direction are resolved, as indicated by the stick 

diagram. diagram. 

Thee Hamiltonian includes <lll)-axial tensors g for the Zeeman effect, A for the hyperfine 

interaction,, and Q for the quadrupole effect. Characterization of the gold impurity is by the 

hyperfinee interaction. The principal value An of the hyperfine interaction is most directly 
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determinedd from the line separations in the fourfold structure of the resonance for BII (111) for the 

defectt oriented along the same axis. In this geometry the transitions are to high accuracy given by 

hvhv = giifi^B + Ai/mu (6-2) 

withh mi = -3/2, -1/2, +1/2, and +3/2. For a best determination of the resonance field in the (111) 

principall  direction the signals as recorded over an angular range from -20 to +20 degrees around 

thee axial direction were fitted by parabolic curves, as shown in figure 6.2. Following the same 

proceduree for samples of both the natural  197Au-doped and the 195Au-implanted silicon under 

identicall  conditions the direct comparison of hyperfine interactions with the two isotopes is made. 

Second-orderr corrections to the expression (6.2) are of order A^lgufJ-aB ~ 30 kHz ~ 1 uT and can be 

safelyy ignored as they are small, cancel when all transitions are taken into account, and, besides, are 

almostt equal for the two isotopes. Results as given in table 6.1 show the slightly larger hyperfine 

interactionn for the 195Au isotope, as expected. 

TableTable 6.1. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters of the AuFe and AuFe centers in silicon. 

Parameter r 

git git 

gn gn 

AnAn (MHz) 

AA  (MHz) 

aa (MHz) 

bb (MHz) 

Center r 

,97AuFe e 

2.1001 1 

2.1173 3 

0.097164 4 

45.066 5 

27.599  0.06 

33.41 1 

5.82 2 

Center r 

195AuFe e 

2.0996 6 

2.1169 9 

0.09913 3 

45.700  0.06 

27.966  0.06 

33.87 7 

5.91 1 

Ratio o 

,95Au/,97Au u 

1.0203 3 

1.0143 3 

1.0133 3 

1.0137 7 

1.0158 8 
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Fig.Fig. 6.2. Illustration of the parabolic fits made to the resonance fields of the radioactive gold-iron 

pairpair in an angular range from about -20 to +20 degrees around the (111) direction. Experimental 

datadata points are indicated by the + symbols. 

Thiss serves as an identification of the AuFe complex introduced as a productt of the implantation. 

Thee perpendicular principal value  manifests itself directly in the structure of the spectrum for B 

parallell  to an (011) direction, as shown in figure 6.3. Due to a large quadrupole effect the shape of 
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thee spectrum is quite special with two resonances coinciding at a central field and single lines 

separatedd from this position by  and  [6.2]. Resonance conditions are, respectively, 

hvhv = gx/JBB, (6.3) 

hvhv = gxjinB +  (6.4) 

and d 

hvhv = BB -  (6.5) 

Thee separation of the two outer lines allows the determination of  from these spectra and the 

comparisonn between the two isotopes. Spectra were recorded every 5 degrees in an interval of 0 

degreess around (Oil) and fitted with parabolic curves to obtain a best value for the perpendicular 

direction.. The values obtained for  given in table 6.1, are very similar to the literature data and, 

showingg an isotope effect, confirm the spectrum identification. However, in this <011> case the 

determinationn is less accurate as the second-order corrections can be appreciable. These corrections 

dependd on the quadrupole moment and, for instance, lead to a 4%% underestimate for  when Qu = 

200 MHz. As the quadrupole moments of the two isotopes are different and the electric field 

gradientt at the gold nucleus in the gold-iron pair is not known, the very precise comparison is 

prohibited. . 

6.3.22 ËPR spectrum of the Si:PtFe pair 

Att larger times after the implantation a clear spectrum appeared which is identified as 

arisingg from the Si:PtFe pair. The spectrum, originally labeled Pt(II) [6.3], has been observed 
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beforee and was shown to correspond to a well-characterized trigonal pair of substitutional platinum 

andd interstitial iron. Due to a weak intensity of the signal and overlap with other resonances 
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Fig.Fig. 6.3. Electron paramagnetic resonance spectrum recorded thirteen months after the 

implantation.implantation. Resonances from the AuFe and PtFe pairs are labeled by the stick diagrams. 

ResonancesResonances near 786 mT are from the AuFe centers with their axis perpendicular to the magnetic 

field.field. Measurement conditions: magnetic field parallel to (011), microwave frequency 23.28 GHz, 

samplesample temperature 4.2 K. 
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thee entire angular dependence was difficult to follow. Good-quality spectra could be recorded for 

thee main directions (111) and (Oil). The spectrum taken along the latter crystallographic direction 

iss shown in figure 6.3. Line positions are analyzed with the Hamiltonian 

HH = + VBB-g-S + S-A'I, (6.6) 

withh S = 1/2 and I = 1/2 for the nuclear spin of the l95Pt isotope. The quantitative identification of 

thee center is based on the spectroscopic data for the perpendicular (Oil) direction, which with  = 

2.12655 and Aj_ = 175 MHz correspond to literature values [6.4]. A signal corresponding to the 

even-masss isotopes of platinum, all with nuclear spin / = 0, and total natural abundance of 66.2%, 

iss absent. This confirms the origin of the observed PtFe pairs in the nuclear decay of parent 195AuFe 

centers. . 

6.3.33 Atom recoil 

Thee consideration of changes of lattice site induced by the recoil energy is crucial in this 

kindd of defect studies using radioactive species. As an example, in the decay I05Ag to l05Pd the 

recoill  energy imparted to the Pd atom of 4.6 eV is equal to the cohesive energy of atoms in silicon. 

AA change of lattice site is likely to occur. For the present system, the nuclear conversion 195Au to 

Ptt is an electron capture process with the emission of neutrino's and gamma particles. Recoil 

energiess Er = {Ev^)2l2m^c2 imparted to the Pt nucleus are less than 100 meV. For this small energy 

itt is expected that the nuclear conversion process leaves the 195Pt atom on the original  195Au 

position.. The observation in spin resonance of the two well-identified centers with an identical 

structure,, i.e., a substitutional transition metal Au or Pt complexed with an interstitial Fe atom on a 

nearest-neighborr position in a (111) direction, forms compelling support for this assumption. This 

conclusionn provides basic knowledge for further studies using the nuclear decay method for 

gold/platinum-relatedd centers of yet unknown structure. 
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6.3.44 Time dependence 

Ass usual in these experiments with nuclear conversion of radioactive isotopes the evolution 

withh time of impurity centers was monitored. In the first six months after implantation no centers 

createdd by the implantation were observed. Only after that incubation period the signals of AuFe 

andd PtFe centers were detected. Apparently these centers were formed during storage of the 

sampless at room temperature from iron present in the samples. Subsequently, the intensities of 

thesee signals were followed by repeating measurements in a two-month time sequence. In 

agreementt with the nuclear decay process an increase of platinum-related signal is observed at the 

expensee of the signal from the gold center. The half-life Tng = 10 hours of implanted l95Hg is short 

comparedd to the half-life TAU = 183 days of the 195Au species. Under these conditions the gold and 

platinumm concentrations are given in a good approximation, respectively, by 

«AuFeCOO = nAuFe(0)eXp(-f/TAu ) ( 6 . 7) 

and d 

«ptFe(00 = »PtFe(°o)[ 1 - expH/rAu)]. (6.8) 

Ass all gold is eventually transformed into platinum, nptFe(°°) = «AuFe(O). The ratio of the EPR 

intensitiess / of the two centers should follow the expression 

/ptFe(0//AuFe(00 = C[exp(f/rAu) - 1], (6.9) 

inn which a constant C has been introduced to account for different sensitivities in observing the 

resonances.. A best fit to the experimental data, shown by the curve in figure 6.4, is obtained by a 
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timee constant r = 156 days.. On one hand, this is close enough to the nuclear decay time rAu = 183 

dayss to confirm that the nuclear transformation is indeed observed. On the other hand, 
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Fig.Fig. 6.4. Time evolution of the integrated E PR signal intensities of the AuFe and PtFe spectra. 

SolidSolid curve represents a fit by the expression Ip,Fe/huFe = C[exp(t/r) - 1] with the time constant r = 

156156 days. 

thee discrepancy indicates substantial interference with other time-dependent processes. One such 

processs is the capture of iron by the gold and platinum impurities. Also the constant C might 

effectivelyy change with time due to variation of the Fermi level when impurity reactions take place. 

11 1 1 1 1 r 

++ " 
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Itt must noted that the gold-iron complex is observed in the neutral state (AuFe)0, whereas for PtFe 

ann ionized state, probably (PtFe)", is required. For AuFe electronic levels have been determined 

[6.7,, 6.8]; the corresponding information for the PtFe center is not available. An essential feature of 

thesee nuclear decay studies, when using techniques which are less specific for chemical identity, is 

too identify the elements involved by their lifetimes. Apparently, in the present kind of experiment 

suchh an argument has to be applied with care. 

6.3.55 Hyperfine structure anomaly 

Precisee information on hyperfine interactions is required for the assessment of a possible 

anomaly.. Inspection of table 6.1 shows that the ratios obtained for the hyperfine constants An and 

Ax.Ax. of the mass-195 and mass-197 isotopes are slightly smaller than the ratio of their nuclear 

Zeemann factors g„.  For a proper analysis the hyperfine tensors are decomposed into their isotropic 

partss a and axially anisotropic parts b, using the transformations An = a + 2b and  = a - b. A 

possiblee nuclear anomaly is related to parameter a, representing the Fermi contact interaction, but 

independentt of b, which results from dipole-dipole interaction. Analysis shows that with b ~ 6 

MHzz quite much smaller than a ~ 34 MHz the effect of anisotropy parameter b on the anomaly can 

bee almost ignored. This leads to the ratio l95a/l91a = 1.012. Following the traditional analysis, the 

hyperfinee structure anomaly parameter 195J197 is calculated from the definition 

1955 i l 97„  ,195 „  /197„  v l . 195^197,, ,t 1IYk 

alal a = { grJ gn)(l+ d ) , (6.10) 

which,, with i95gn/191gn = 1.020, gives the value ,95/f197 = _ 0.008. The small value indicates similar 
1Q77 1QS 

nuclearr structure of the two isotopes. In contrast, larger hyperfine structure anomalies A = + 

0.08533 and 197J199 = + 0.037 indicate a different distribution of magnetic moment in the mass 198 

andd mass 199 gold nuclei, respectively [6.9]. The hyperfine anomaly is accounted for in more detail 

byy effects discussed by Bohr-Weisskopf and Breit-Rosenthal [6.10, 6.11]. The present analysis is 
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basedd on EPR measurements and provides limited accuracy. When samples with enhanced 

resonancee signals become available a precise ENDOR experiment could improve the accuracy and 

substantiatee the conclusion. Previous experiments on the ,21Sb/123Sb and on the 47Ti^9Ti impurities 

inn silicon have demonstrated the eminent suitability of ENDOR in the study of hyperfine structure 

anomaliess [6.12, 6.13]. 

6.44 Conclusion 

Thee conversion by radioactive decay of paramagnetic centers has been observed for the 

AusFeii  and PtsFej impurity pairs in silicon. The origin of the centers as implantation products 

followingg the decay of the unstable 195Hg isotope was established independently for both species in 

thee chain by the spectroscopic features. The paramagnetic resonance spectra confirm the identical 

geometricall  atomic structure of the centers. No changes due to nuclear recoil occur. A small 

hyperfinee structure anomaly between the 195Au and l97Au isotopes is suggested by the analysis of 

hyperfinee interaction parameters. With the observation of the mass-195 isotopes the successful 

introductionn of radioactive paramagnetic centers by the implantation is demonstrated, resulting in a 

first-timee monitoring of the decay processes by magnetic resonance. 
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Spinn Hamiltonian for  the substitutional negative 
platinumm ion in silicon 

Abstract t 

AnAn analysis is presented of the Zeeman splitting of the substitutional negative platinum ion in 

silicon,silicon, Si:(Ptsubst)~. The center has orthorhombic-II symmetry and is observed in electron 

paramagneticparamagnetic resonance with a g tensor with the principal values g[jj,oj  = 1.3867, g[i,-i,oi  = 

1.4266,1.4266, and gio.ojj = 2.0789. Specific attention is given to the signs of the principal g values, in 

particularparticular their mutual relation. In addition to the normally practized analytical methods treating 

thethe magnetic energy as a small perturbation on crystal-field and spin-orbit levels, an analysis is 

mademade by an entirely numerical method. In this latter method all levels as split under the action of 

thethe magnetic field are considered separately. The method is non-perturbative, differs substantially 

fromfrom the standard analytical technique, and allows the computation of g values for arbitrary values 

ofof the relevant parameters. A full confirmation is found of an earlier analysis presented by 

AmmerlaanAmmerlaan and van Oosten [Physica Scripta T 25, 342 (1989)1. Hyperfine interactions with the 

platinumplatinum ion, also known from experiment, are subsequently discussed, with some emphasis on the 

compatibilitycompatibility of optimum parameters for the g and A tensors. At several instances discrepancies 

areare encountered with publications on the same paramagnetic center by Anderson, Ham, and 

WatkinsWatkins [Phys. Rev. B 45, 3287 (1992)] and Watkins and Williams [Phys. Rev. B 52, 16575 

(1995)]. (1995)]. 
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7.11 Introductio n 

Overr the last fifty  years detailed investigations have been performed on semiconductors 

dopedd with transition metal impurities. An obvious motivation stems from the application of such 

impurities,, ranging from their ability to act as efficient carrier recombination centers at low doping 

too the growth of magnetic semiconductors at high concentration. An interest from the more 

fundamentall  side of solid state science is fed by the specific electronic structures related to 

transitionn metals in semiconductors. In the classical semiconductor binding between atoms is made 

byy s and p electrons in outermost shells of the atoms, in silicon, for instance, by overlap of 3s and 

3pp electrons. By the formation of bonding orbitals with lower-lying energy levels and antibonding 

statess at higher energy, energy gaps are formed which are the characteristic feature of a 

semiconductor.. In contrast, much of the specific electronic and magnetic properties of transition 

metalss derives from the unpaired electrons in partially filled inner electron shells. As a result the 

incorporationn of transition metals in semiconductor crystals is a far from trivial problem, not to be 

treatedd by perturbation methods. Such behavior is clearly confirmed by the formation of very 

localizedd impurity states with energy levels deep in thee band gap of the semiconductor. The present 

chapterr deals with a well-studied example of such a system, the platinum impurity in silicon. The 

electronicc structure of the center is illustrated by figure 7.1. The substitutional center can be 

thoughtt to be formed by the implantation of the impurity on the empty lattice site of a silicon 

vacancy.. The neutral vacancy accommodates its four electrons on dangling bond orbitals on levels 

withh a and t2 cubic symmetry character, as indicated. The ten d electrons of a neutral platinum 

atom,, with an atomic 5d96s configuration, occupy all levels of e and t2 symmetry in the crystal. 

Interactionn between the t2 states on the vacancy and the transition metal forms lower-lying bonding 

statess and higher-lying antibonding states, also as indicated in figure 7.1. In the singly negative 

chargee state three electrons will populate this latter state, which has its energy in the band gap of 

silicon.. Hybridized wave functions can be written for the triplet states as (ftOhyb = A/foOvac + W(fci)pt, 

withh i - x, y, z, and normalized by A/2 + N2 = 1. The threefold orbital degeneracy of the h state 
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resultss in Jahn-Teller distortion lowering the symmetry to orthorhombic-II. By several experiments 

usingg electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) the center was unambiguously identified and 

characterizedd in great detail. The main parameters are effective electron spin J = 1/2 and an 

orthorhombicc g tensor with the principal values g[um = 1.3867  0.0002, g[i,-i,o] = 1.4266  0.0001, 

andd g[o,o,ij = 2.0789 + 0.0001 [7.1]. In the vacancy model it is argued that the electron will be 

localizedd primarily on the vacancy orbitals providing a common basis for a similar electronic 

structuree of the negative Pt impurity and the negative vacancy [7.2]. Indeed, both centers assume 

thee same orthorhombic symmetry. It should be noted, however, that the g tensor of the negative 

vacancy,, with gnxo] = 2.0028, gnAm = 2.0151, and g[0,o,i] = 2.0038 [7.3], differs greatly from that 

off  platinum. Similar impurity-dependent deviations do also exist for other isoelectronic transition 
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Fig.Fig. 7.1. Energy level diagram with electron populations of (a) neutral Pt, (b) the negative 

substitutionalsubstitutional platinum center, (c) the neutral vacancy, (d) the negative vacancy in silicon. 
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metals,, such as Si:(PdSUbst) [7.1] and Si:(AuSUbst)° [7.4]. This all suggests a significant influence of 

thee transition metal. An analysis of the g tensor is therefore of considerable interest. 

7.22 Previous analyses 

AA suitable starting point for the g-tensor analysis is formed by the electronic structure model 

shownn in figure 1(b) with the active 2T] state in the silicon band gap. The orbitals belonging to this 

statee are three hybridized platinum/vacancy orbitals (fcOhyb = Af(/2i)vac + N(t2\)pt, which transform as 

xy,xy, yz, and zx. The state can be described as an orbital triplet with L = 1 momentum operator and an 

appropriatee mixed orbital g factor. The spin due to the unpaired electron in the state equals 5=1/2 

withh the g factor gs = + 2. 

Ann analysis on this basis was presented by Ammerlaan and van Oosten [7.5], further 

referredd to as AvO. A coordinate system was chosen along the three mutually perpendicular 

principall  axes of the orthorhombic center as x II  [1,1,0], y II  [1,-1,0], and z II  [0,0,1], In the low 

symmetryy of the center the triple orbital degeneracy is fully lifted and three Kramers twofold 

degeneratee states will remain. Wave functions for the doublets n = 1,2, and 3 were written as 

l+l/2>> = + anl-0x,+l/2> + W+i<Z>y,+l/2> + cnl+<2>z,-l/2>, (7.1a) 

l-l/2>> = + önl+^x-l/2> + ba\+\<P y,-\l2> + cn\+0z,+m>. (7.1b) 

Too account for the observed symmetry of the center tetragonal and orthorhombic fields were 

introduced,, respectively, by 

flfl IeIe = +4e(2/3-Lz
2) (7.2) 

and d 
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Hn^Hn  ̂ + AM^-L?). (7.3) 

Inn addition a spin-orbit interaction 

//soo = + A'L-S (7.4) 

wass included. Spin-orbit interaction will only be significant near the heavy platinum nucleus, 

parameterr i ' acts as an effective spin-orbit interaction constant. Energies and wave functions were 

foundd by solving the eigenvalue equation for the Hamiltonian 

HH = Hso + Hxe + Hor. (7.5) 

Thee Zeeman splitting of the doublets in a magnetic field represented by the Hamiltonian 

HHm(m( = + ^ B B - S + gi/feB-L (7.6) 

wass derived by perturbation theory. Parameter gL represents the effective orbital splitting factor. 

Thee result obtained for the g tensors of the three doublets was given as 

gxxx = (+ fln2 - b2 - ca
2)ge + 4bnc„gL, (7.7a) 

gyygyy = (- an
2 + b2 - cn

2)ge + 4cnfln£L, (7.7b) 

gzzz = (- a2 - b2 + cn
2)ge + k ^ L , (7.7c) 

withh gc= 2 substituted instead of the more precise ge = 2.0023. In this AvO treatment the wave 

functionss and g-tensor components are given in a form adjusted to the orthorhombic symmetry. 
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Reflectingg the equivalence of axes, the cyclic permutation JC —> y — z — * is accompanied by a„  —

KK  c„  —  an and gxx  gyy -> gzz -»  gXx-

Inn the analysis presented by Andersen, Ham, and Watkins [7.6], referred to as AHW, axes 

weree spec ified as a II [ 1,1,0], fi II  [ 1,-1,0], and C, II [0,0,1 ]. Conjugate wave functions for the doublet 

(H,H*)(H,H*)  were written as 

\H>\H>  = + u(la,+l/2>-ilA+l/2>)W2 + v(la,+l/2>+il£+l/2>W2 + HC-1 /2>, (7.8a) 

\H*>\H*>  = +  «(la,-l/2>+il#-l/2>)A/2 + v(l«,-l/2>-il#-l/2>)/V2 - wlC+l/2>. (7.8b) 

Expressionss for the principal values of the g tensor were given as 

Sxxx = ge(2uv - w2) - gi2^2.(u - v)w, (7.9a) 

gyygyy = ge(2uv + w2) + gL2^2.(« + v)w, (7.9b) 

gzzz = ge( 1 - 2VV2) - 2gL{u
2 - v2). (7.9c) 

Thesee expressions are given in a form, which matches the near-axial symmetry of the platinum 

center.. Basis functions belong to a L = 1 formalism with mL = - 1, +1, and 0, respectively. The g 

valuee gzz is intended for the near-axial direction, whereas gxx ~ gyy are meant for the perpendicular 

directions. . 

Havingg an identical basis, one expects a full equivalence between the two sets of equations. 

Thee only difference is in the choice of a set of basis functions, which, however, are linearly 

dependent.. Applying substitutions a = (u + v)/\2, b = (u- v)N2 and c - - w one obtains the AHW 

wavee functions from the AvO basis set, except for a physically irrelevant phase factor. Much the 

samee happens for the g value expressions. Equal results are obtained, except for a difference in sign 
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forr gyy and gzz. As such a difference is of physical importance, this discrepancy must be considered 

inn more detail. 

7.33 Sign of g values 

Usuallyy not a great deal of attention is given to the sign of g values. The practical 

explanationn for this neglect stems from the fact that signs cannot be determined in the way a 

standardd EPR experiment is performed. When the magnetic field is at angles a\, 0:2, and 0C3 with the 

principall  axes of a g tensor, the measured effective g value is given by g = [(gi2cos2ai + g22cos2ot2 + 

22 2 1/2 

g33 cos Oi\ , hiding all information on the sign of principal values g\, g2, and #3. In the analysis of 

experimentall  data the g value is calculated applying the resonance condition hv = gn&By which 

givess g as positive quantity (h = Planck constant, //B = Bohr magneton, v = microwave frequency, B 

== magnetic field at resonance). Therefore g values are commonly given as positive numbers, in a 

naturall  agreement with the g value ge = + 2.0023 of the free electron. Also in a theoretical treatment 

thee sign of the g value remains easily unknown. The g value is obtained from the Zeeman splitting 

off  a level in a magnetic field. Without a proper spin classification of the upper and lower energy 

levelss it is not known whether the energy difference is to be taken as positive or negative. 

Accordingg to its definition the g tensor transforms the angular momentum J of a spin 

systemm into its magnetic momentum ji. This is expressed by u = - g-J, the minus sign being 

introducedd to account for the negative electron charge. In the principal directions J and \i will have 

aa common axis and the g value becomes a scalar proportionality factor. One concludes that g values 

wil ll  be positive when J and \i are anti-parallel, negative for momenta in the same direction. 

Thee present case of platinum is special due to the effective negative orbital momentum 

associatedd with the platinum orbitals. The magnetic momentum is composed from orbital 

contributionss with the effective g value gh and spin contributions with gs = +2. In cases of strong 

tetragonall  or orthorhombic fields, the orbital momentum may be effectively quenched, with the 

remainingg pure spin magnetism described by a positive g value. In a weak crystal field the g value 
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cann be negative as the orbital contribution can dominate. Signs of g values therefore depend on the 

crystall  fields present. It is not possible to give a simple general statement on its sign. As an 

examplee we may consider the system in the basis state (la,+l/2>-il/?,+l/2>)/V2. The angular 

momentaa in the z direction will be <LZ>  = - 1, <SZ> = + (1/2), <JZ> = <LZ> + <SZ> = - (1/2). The 

correspondingg magnetic momenta will be <^LZ> = + gL, <^SZ> = - (l/2)ge, <#rz> = <#Lz> + <^sz> = 

++ £L - (l/2)ge. The resulting g value gz - - <fi^z>l<J z>  = - ge + 2gL cannot be positive. For the 

systemm in basis state (la,+l/2>+il#+l/2>)/V2, <LZ> = + 1, <SZ> = + (1/2), <JZ>  = + (3/2), <pLz> = -

gt,gt, <f*sz> - - (l/2)ge, < ĵZ> = - gi - (l/2)ge and gz - + (l/3)ge + (2/3)gL will again depend on the 

orbitall  g factor, but will be positive. Finally in the state of the third basis function l£-l/2> one has 

<LZ>> = 0, <SZ> = - (1/2), <JZ> = - (1/2), <fi Lz>  = 0, <^sz> = + (l/2)ge, S«jz> = + (l/2)ge and the g 

valuee gz = + ge is therefore positive. For a general wave function as given by Eq. 7.8a the g value 

wil ll  follow from the wave function coefficients u, v v and w, which depend on crystal fields and spin-

orbitt interaction. This is found by solving the Schrödinger equation of the system. 

<H\H\H> <H\H\H> 

<H*\H\H*> <H*\H\H*> 

(<a,+l/2l+i<#+l/2lW2 2 

(<a,-l/2l-- i<^,-l/2l)/V2 

(<a,+l/2l-i<#+l/2l)W2 2 

(<a,-l/2l++ i<#-l/2l)/V2 

+<,-l/2l l 

^£+1/21 1 

(la,+l/2>-i[#+l/2>W2 2 

(la,-l/2>+il#-l/2>)W2 2 

-{\ll)X-{m)A-{\ll)X-{m)Axt xt 

-dor -dor 

++ (l/2)V2i' 

(la,+l/2>+ilyff,+l/2>)W2 2 

(la,-l/2>-il#-l/2>)/V2 2 

-AT -AT 

++ (l/2)A'-(l/3He 

0 0 

+l(T,-l/2> > 

-IC+l/2> > 

++ (l/2)V2i' 

0 0 

++ (2/3)4e 
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Evenn though easy general statements on the signs cannot be given, one can still check the 

internall  consistency of the equations in the existing orthorhombic symmetry of the center. The 

discussionn of these relations is based on the quantum mechanical description of the system 

expressedd by the interaction matrices <H\H\H>  and <H*\H\H*>,  given as Eq. 7.10, of the spin-orbit 

andd crystal-field Hamiltonian H = //so + Hte + Hm on the basis of the doublets states as given in Eqs 

7.8a,b.. As we wish to comment on the AHW analysis the nomenclature of that paper is retained. 

Havingg solved for the energies E, the wave function coefficients u, v, and w are obtained by solving 

thee secular equations: 

[-- (1/2)A'- (l/3)zfte-E]u-A„ v + (l/2)V2.iV= 0, (7.1 la) 

-- A„u + [+  (1/2M' - (l/3He - E]v = 0, (7.1 lb) 

++ (1/2)V2JI'M + [+ (2/3)Jte - E]w = 0. (7.1 lc) 

Ass a first test, the effect of a different orthorhombic field chosen as A  ̂ = - Aa can be 

considered.. This operation does not change the energies. Inspection of Hamiltonian Eq. 7.3 shows 

thatt it corresponds to an interchange of the x and y directions. Inspection of the secular equations 

7.111 a and 7.11b shows that it results in the change of sign of coefficient v: v' = - v. Substitution into 

equationss 7.9a and 7.9b leads to the inconsistencies gxx' = - gyy and gyy = - gxx. This can be 

remediedd by changing the sign of either the expressions 7.9a or 7.9b. A similar operation resulting 

inn an interchange of x and z directions leads to the conclusion that also expressions 7.9a and 7.9c 

havee an inconsistency in their mutual signs. Finally, the operation interchanging y and z directions 

confirmss the mutually consistent signs of equations 7.9b and 7.9c. The total correction to be applied 

involvess a change of sign in the two equations 7.9b and 7.9c. The modified equations are 

gxxx = + ge(+ 2uv - w2) - £L2V2.(M - v)w, (7.12a) 
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gyygyy = +  Se(- 2uv - w2) - gL2^2.(u + v)w, (7.12b) 

and d 

gz*gz* = + &( - 1 + 2w2) + 2gL(u
2 - v2). (7.12c) 

Onee notes that after their modification the AHW equations have become fully identical to the AvO 

formula.. In the AvO formula no inconsistency was to be expected as the equations have the proper 

formm to satisfy the requirements following from a cyclic permutation of coordinate axes. 

Inn their paper AHW refer to an early analysis by Bleaney and O'Brien on an equivalent 

orbitall  triplet spin system and in which the same expressions for the g values were derived as the 

modifiedd AHW equations [7.12]. AHW then argue that a change in signs for gyy and gzz must be 

introducedd in order to avoid the inconvenience of having gXx ~ - gyy in the nearly axial case. 

However,, as the g values, including their signs, are dictated by the physics of the spin system, there 

appearss to be no liberty for arbitrary choices of sign. Further in this analysis the results will indicate 

thatt by the change of signs of gyy and gzz AHW have just introduced the inconvenience, which they 

intendedd to avoid. 

7.44 Axial symmetry 

Thee negative platinum ion is isoelectronic to the neutral gold center and is expected to have 

aa similar electronic structure. The negative vacancy has been treated as to assume its orthorhombic 

structuree by the Jahn-Teller distortion following the addition of two electrons to the positive 

vacancy.. Both V+ and Au° have the axial tetragonal symmetry. This more special case is therefore 

treatedd first, both in the AvO and AHW papers, preceding the discussion of the lower-symmetry 

orthorhombicc case. Tetragonal symmetry has fewer parameters and lends itself to systematic 

completee analytical analysis. 
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Thee most straightforward and physically most meaningful way to introduce tetragonal 

symmetryy is by putting Aw = 0 in the defect Hamiltonian, Eqs 7.3 and 7.5. Solving the secular 

equationss for this case one finds u £ 0, v = 0, w f 0. Ensuring normalization one can put u - cosO, 

ww = sinO and obtains, using Eqs. 7.12, 

gitgit = giz = - £ecos20 + 2gLcos26>, (7.13a) 

gii  = g**  = gyy = - £esin26> - gLV2.sin20. (7.13b) 

Thesee are the expressions as given in the previous AvO analysis. Elimination of 0 from equations 

7.13aa and 7.13b yields a relation between gn and gi. Figure 7.2(a) shows the graphical relationship 

calculatedd with gt = 2.0023 and still with gL in the range - 1 < gh < 0 as a parameter. 

Ann alternative way of introducing axial symmetry is by imposing the condition gxx = gyy in 

thee general orthorhombic equations. Taking the AHW expressions Eqs 7.9 one obtains the axial 

resultt by requiring w = 0. With u - cosö and v = sin0 the g-tensor principal values become 

gngn = gzz = ge- 2gLcos26», (7.14a) 

gxgx = gxx = gyy = gesin20. (7.14b) 

Thiss is the result as put forward in the AHW paper for axial symmetry. The graphical illustration is 

givenn in figure 7.2(b). Comparison of the figure 7.2(a) and 7.2(b) panels demonstrates the 

inconsistencyy of the two solutions. In trying to understand the discrepancy one notes that the 

solutionn u  0, v f 0, w = 0, which is at the basis of figure 7.2(b), is incompatible with secular 

equationn 7.1 lc. Condition w = 0 forces u = 0, and v = 1 and gives a g tensor with gn = - ge - Ig^ 

andd gx = 0. The result is equal to the solution as given by AvO for their doublet labeled n = 3, 

whichh was not further considered as it is inapplicable to the g tensor of platinum. Condition g^ = 
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PtLi 33 PtH3 

- 2 --

Fig.Fig. 7.2. (a) Relation between the parallel and perpendicular components g//and  of the axial g 

tensor,tensor, for the AvO model. Curves calculated by equations 7.13 of the text for some values of the 

orbitalorbital g factor gi_ in the range - 1 < gL <0. Experimental data for Pt and the Pt-related centers 

PtLi}PtLi}  and PtHj are included in the diagram, (b) Similar relation calculated by the AHW equations 

7.14. 7.14. 
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gyygyy applied to the sign-corrected AHW equations 7.12 is satisfied for v = 0 and reproduces 

equationss 7.13, as derived above based on condition Aw = 0. The seemingly innocent sign 

correctionn in the g value expressions has led to an essentially different result. Equations 7.13 were 

derivedd on a quantum mechanical foundation. Equations 7.14 lack such a basis, actually they are in 

conflictt with requirements of quantum mechanics, and are only valid for  = 0. It must be noted as 

welll  that equations 7.14 form an important element in a paper presenting application of the vacancy 

modell  to some other substitutional transition metal impurities in silicon [7.8]. 

Platinum-relatedd centers with an axial symmetry have been observed by electron 

paramagneticc resonance. A center identified as a PtLi3 complex has the <lll>-axial trigonal 

symmetryy and a g tensor with g„  = 1.898 and gj_ = 2.165 [7.9]. An other center, for which the PtH3 

structuree was proposed, is also trigonal with g tensor gn = 1.9673 and  = 2.1570 [7.10]. The data 

pointss are entered in figures 7.2(a,b). For the first center the analysis was made with, independently 

derived,, equations identical to Eqs 7.13 [7.11]. It is immediately clear that g tensors with  > 2 

aree outside the range of values compatible with Eqs 7.14. 

7.55 Isotropic symmetry 

Forr a further verification of the validity of the derived formula it is instructive to also 

considerr the special case of isotropic symmetry. This case can be introduced by the conditions Ate = 

AAww = 0. In the absence of crystal fields, in the isotropic space, there will be no quenching of orbital 

momentum,, which makes the results on angular momentum predictable. The isotropic g tensor can 

alsoo be derived by imposing the condition g„  = gyy = g  ̂ on the AvO equations 7.12. Both methods 

havee the solution u~ + (1/3)V6, v = 0, and w = - (1/3)V3. The corresponding g value is 

gisoo = -(l/3)ge + (4/3)gL. (7.15) 

Onee easily confirms that the result is in agreement with the Lande formula 
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gj=gj=  + g*[J(J + 1) - UL + 1) + 5(5 + 1)]/2J(J + 1) + (7.16) 

++ gL[J(J +l)  + UL+\)-S(S+ l)]/2J(J + 1) 

forr L- 1,5 =1/2, and J =1/2. 

7.66 Orthorhombi c symmetry 

Inn the EPR experiments on the Pt center the signs of the principal values of the g-tensor of 

itss spectrum were not determined. In order to treat the most general case the principal values are 

thereforee taken as gn,i,oi =  1.3867, g[i,-i,o] =  1.4266, and g[o,o,i] -  2.0789, giving eight cases to 

bee considered. Solutions for the four unknowns u, v, w, and gh can be obtained in a straightforward 

andd exhaustive manner from the four equations 7.12a, 7.12b, 7.12c, and u2 + v2 + w2 = 1, taking gc 

== 2.0023. An eventual error in the sign of the theoretical expressions, as discussed, does not lead to 

losss of solutions as this can be cancelled by an appropriate error in the sign in the input of g values. 

Quitee many solutions do exist, but applying the selection criterion -1 < #L < 0 only three different 

oness remain. Solutions (u, v, w, gO and (-u, -v, -w, gO distinct only by a phase factor are taken 

onlyy once. The summary of the solutions is given in Table 7.1. The crystal fields and the energy of 

thee state are also given, in a dimensionless form by expressing them in units X'. These parameters 

aree calculated from 

<5tee = + (_ u
2w - v2w - V2.M3 + V2.MV2 + V2.MW^)/2(W + v)(« - v)w, (7.17) 

<Jorr = + V(+ 2M - V2.w)/2(u + v)(« - v), (7.18) 

££ = + (- 2u2w - 2v2w + V2.w3 - V2.HV2 +2^2W)/6(« + v)(« - v)w. (7.19) 
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TableTable 7.1. Parameters for the analysis of the g tensor corresponding to the three existing solutions. 

Labell  1/AvO 2/AHW 3/new 

gxx x 

gyy y 

gzz gzz 

u u 

V V 

w w 

gL gL 

^te e 

Óot Óot 

E E 

Reference e 

-- 1.3867 

-- 1.4266 

-- 2.0789 

++ 0.865 

++ 0.004 

-- 0.503 

-0.731 1 

++ 0.302 

++ 0.007 

-1.013 3 

7.5 5 

++ 1.3867 

-1.4266 6 

-- 2.0789 

++ 0.923 

++ 0.379 

-0.066 6 

-0.066 6 

++ 9.174 

++ 0.519 

-- 3.822 

7.6 6 

-- 1.3867 

++ 1.4266 

-- 2.0789 

++ 0.887 

-0.410 0 

++ 0.211 

-- 0.206 

-3.526 6 

-0.489 9 

++ 0.618 

thiss paper 

Solutionn 1 is the solution as originally proposed by AvO [7.5]. Solution 2 was presented by AHW 

[7.6].. Solution 3 was not earlier reported. All three solutions are mathematically exact. It remains to 

bee decided which solution is physically most relevant. Before starting such a discussion it is worth 

too note that solutions 2 and 3 show the strange feature of yielding opposite signs for the two 

perpendicularr directions [1,1,0] and [1,-1,0]. In view of the near-tetragonal axial symmetry of the 

centerr such a solution is unlikely to be real and to be acceptable. This suggests an opposite splitting 

off  the doublet states for these directions. Such anomalies could occur as the strong crystal fields 

cann quench orbital momentum and change the sign of the g value. Solution 1, characterized by 

muchh weaker crystal fields, does not show this complexity. One is aware that for the JC and y 

directionss the operators Sx = (l/2)(5+ + 5_) and Sy = - (l/2)i(5+ - 5_) mix states from the doublet 

wavee functions \H> and \H*>.  In order to escape from possible inadequacy of the perturbation 
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theoryy a more general wave function including all six basis states can be constructed. To solve the 

6x66 interaction matrix numerical methods will be required. 

7.77 Numerical calculations 

Inn the numerical calculations the most general expression for the wave functions 

\q»\q» = + a(la,+l/2>-il£+l/2>)/V2 + b(\a,+V2>+i\fiM/2>)H2  + d£-l/2> 

++ d(\a,-l/2>+i\p -1/2>)W2 + e(\a-V2>-i\p-l/2>)H2 +/l£+l/2> (7.20) 

hass been used. The Hamiltonian 

HH = H*>  + Hle + H0T + Hmi (7.21) 

includess all interactions. Six energies and six sets of wave function coefficients, i.e., eigenvalues 

andd eigenvectors, follow from diagonalization of the interaction matrix. As the Zeeman energy is 

smalll  compared to crystal field splittings, the solution is still in the form of three pairs of energy 

levels.. From the splitting within pairs the Zeeman energy and g values are derived. Actually, by 

takingg ^B = 1 and IB I = 1 the g value is simply equal to the difference of energies of the levels in the 

pair.. The method is essentially distinct from the previously exercised analytical methods. By 

includingg the magnetic field energy in the Hamiltonian the Zeeman splitting is directly numerically 

computed.. In contrast to the analytical treatment, the numerical method is not based on perturbation 

theory.. None of the equations as given before for g values has to be used. Upon variation of the 

directionn of the magnetic field, levels never coincide. This one can note from the calculations but is 

alsoo known from experiment since g values never become zero. The identification of levels is 

thereforee unambiguous and allows to establish their behavior upon change of parameters 
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individually.. The g values were obtained by subtracting the energy of the lower level in a doublet 

fromm that of the higher level. As a result of this procedure g values were always obtained as 

positive.. Their real signs have to be determined from other considerations. In order to obtain g 

valuess with satisfactory precision the numerical calculations have to be carried out with sufficient 

accuracy. . 

Thee computed g values with rotation of magnetic field B in <100> planes from z *-»• x *-*  y 

«-»» z are shown in figure 7.3(a) for the crystal fields and gL parameters as given in table 7.1, with 

identicall results, as it should, for the solutions 1, 2, and 3. As the presented calculations are for the 

doublett level with the lowest energy E = -fi-B, the magnetic moments are positive. 

Forr the further characterization of the states expectation values of angular momentum and 

magneticc momentum were calculated as well. Based on a state description by wave function Eq. 

7.200 the angular momentum, for instance, in the z direction is given by 

<J<JZZ>>  = (l/2)(- aa* + 3bb* - cc* + dd* - 3ee* +,#*). (7.22) 

Thee magnetic momentum, also compounded from orbital and spin contributions, is derived to be 

< /̂j>zz = (aa* - bb* -dd* + ee*)giuB - (M2)(aa*  + bb* - cc* -dd*- ee* +ff*)g eftB. (7.23) 

Similar,, somewhat lengthier, expressions were derived for the x and v directions. Their application 

inn the calculation gives results as represented in figures 7.3(b) and 7.3(c), for the solutions 1 (AvO) 

andd 2 (AHW), respectively. The behavior of solution 3 is very similar to that of solution 2. One 

notess from figure 7.3(b) for the AvO analysis that in all directions x, v, and z the angular and 

magneticc momenta are parallel and one concludes to negative g values. Likewise, for the AHW 

parameterss and B in the z direction J and jij are parallel, implying negative gz. In directions x and v 

off magnetic field the angular momentum vector has changed sign resulting in antiparallel J and pij 

vectorss and consequently positive g values. Apparently in these directions the crystal field has 
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Fig.Fig. 7.3. (a) Angular variation numerically calculated for the g value and for the magnetic 

momentummomentum p in the x, y, and z directions in the ranges z = [0,0, J] «-* x = [1,0,0], x = [1,0,0] <-> y = 

[0,1,0],[0,1,0], and y - [0,1,0] <-> z = [0,0,1]. (b) Angular variation of the x, y, and z components of the 

angularangular momentum, using parameters of the AvO analysis, (c) Angular variation of the x, y, and z 

componentscomponents of the angular momentum, based on AHW parameters. 
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causedd substantial quenching of orbital momentum and dominant pure spin contributions with 

positivee g factor. In this way the product of principal g values gxxgyygzz is negative, equal to the 

negativee product in the AvO analysis. 

Inn view of the sensitivity of the properties on crystal fields and the discrepancies between 

AvOO and AHW analyses a further exploration of such dependencies can be instructive. For this 

reasonn the relation between the orthorhombic distortion potential and the anisotropy has been 

examinedd more explicitly. The principal g tensor components were calculated taking the parameters 

<5u.. and gL from table 7.1 and treating tüu as a variable. Figure 7.4 shows the principal g values 

whereass figure 7.5 gives in larger resolution the orthorhombic anisotropy gxx - gyy. One notes the 

tremendouss differences in behavior of the AvO and AHW descriptions. 

Inn the AvO model the anisotropy gxx - gyy is proportional to the orthorhombic field. For 

zeroo field both gxx and gyy assume the average value - 1.4066. The orthorhombic distortion 

measuredd by the anisotropy in g value is nearly equal to the anisotropy in field, e.g., for the 

parameterss from table 7.1, (gyy - £M)/[(gxx + gyy)/2] = 0.028 whereas SJStc = 0.024. The behavior 

closelyy matches the expectations of a model in which the center is formed from a tetragonal 

geometryy with an additional slight further distortion towards orthorhombic. An often observed 

empiricall rule of constant trace upon distortion from a high symmetry towards lower symmetry is 

welll obeyed. The trace Tr(g) = g„ + g  ̂ + gzz of the platinum center does not change in its 

distortionn from tetragonal towards the actual orthorhombic symmetry Tr(g) = - 4.8922. Even its 

tracee in averaged cubic symmetry, Tr(g) = - ge + 4gi = - 4.9258, see equation 7.15, is remarkably 

equal.. According to the numerical calculations for <5or = 0, the axial tetragonal center has g tensor 

withh gu = - 2.0789 and  = - 1.4066. These values are entirely consistent with Eqs 7.13 of the 

analyticall treatment for the value 0 = - 30.2°. The computed tensor is irreconcilable with equations 

7.14,, confirming their invalidity. 

Onn comparing figures 7.4(a) and 7.4(b), 7.5(a) and 7.5(b), one notes that several of these 

featuress are different in the AHW solution. Here, the distortion of a tetragonal center with gu = -
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2.11311 and  = - 0.0241 creates the orthorhombic center with gxx = + 1.3867, gyy = + 1.4266, and 

gzigzi = - 2.0789. Unlike case AvO, the distortion is accompanied by a large change of the trace of the 

gg tensor. More importantly, the orthorhombic anisotropy as measured by gyy - g*x hardly depends 

onn the orthorhombic crystal field. Even, the measured anisotropy decreases slightly for more 

distortion.. The g tensor appears not to be related to the structure of the center. 

Inn experiments the dependence of the g values on the local symmetry of the Pt center has 

beenn investigated by the application of uniaxial stress [7.12, 7.13]. Static stresses up to 16 MPa 

weree applied resulting in g shifts as large as 0.008 for the most sensitive experimental configuration 

[7.13].. No deviations from linearity were reported. Experimental data were analyzed adopting the 

usuall assumption of a linear relationship between stress o or strain e and the shifts 6g of the g 

valuess by 

6gg = Fe, (7.24) 

usingg a strain coupling matrix F in contracted Voigt notation. In favorable cases distortion and g 

shiftss can be quantitatively correlated on the basis of a crystal-field model [7.14]. In the 

orthorhombicc distortion the shifts of gxx and gyy are related to the strain following Eq. 7.24 by 

ögxxx = F\e™ + F4eyy (7.25) 

and d 

Sgyyy = F2exx + F5eyy, (7.26) 

givingg the anisotropy 

5(gx** - gyy) = (F, - F2yXx + (F4 - F5)eyy. (7.27) 
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Thee undistorted tetragonal center is characterized by e*x - eyy = 0 and gxx = gyy. For the 

orthorhombicc distortion the strains are related by eM = - eyy and give the anisotropy 

gxxx - gyy = (Fi -F2-F4 + F5)exx. (7.28) 

Onee notes that the proportionality of gxx - gyy with orthorhombic distortion matches the behavior 

basedd on analysis 1. Defect parameters from analysis 2 give the more complex behavior not 

supportedd by the experiments. 

Onn basis of the vacancy model a low localization of the hole on Pt is predicted. 

Consequentlyy solution 2 with TV2 = - gL = 0.066 « 1 is preferred. However, gt = - 0.73 for 

solutionn 1 is not essentially different from the accepted unique solution gL = - 0.40 for the iso-

electronicc center Si:Au [7.4]. This argument does not seem to be decisive. 

7.88 Vacancy model 

Thee preceding discussion has used a spin-Hamiltonian formalism, with operators acting on 

basiss functions lmL,ms> belonging to p orbitals with L = 1 and 5 = 1/2. The treatment provides 

mathematicallyy unambiguous results but the physical significance of the quantities is suppressed. 

Moree physical depth can be obtained in the analysis using a precise atomic structure model, such as 

thee vacancy model as described in the AHW paper, and referred to in the Introduction. In the model 

hybridizedd orbitals between d orbitals on the platinum atom with sp3 dangling-bond orbitals on the 

nearest-neighborr silicon ligands form the basis for discussion. With the geometry defined by the 

atomm positions for Pt at (0,0,0) and the silicon ligands at (+1,+1,-1), (+1,-1,+1), (-1,+1,+1), and (-

1,-1,-1)) for the four silicon atoms labeled a, b, c, and d, respectively, the dangling bond orbitals 

pointingg into vacancy space are specified by 
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sp\a)sp\a) = (l/2)[+ 5(a) -px(a) -py{a) + pz(a)l (7.29a) 

sp\b)sp\b) = (l/2)[+ s(b) - px(b) + py(b) - pmi (7.29b) 

sp\c)sp\c) = (l/2)[+ s(c) + p,(c) -py(c) -Pz{c)l (7.29c) 

sp\d)sp\d) = (l/2)[+ s(d) +Px(d) +py(d) +Pz(d)]. (7.29d) 

Thee hybrid orbitals M(t2i)vac + A (̂t2i)pt in the symmetrized form for the T2 triplet state are 

(t2x)hybb = + (1/2)M[(- sp\a) - sp\b) + sp\c) + sp\d)] + Ny(0)z(0), (7.30a) 

(t2y)hybb = + (1/2)M[(- sp\a) + sp\b) - sp\c) + sp\d)] + Nz(0)x(0), (7.30b) 

(t2z)hybb = + (1/2)M[(+ sp\a) - sp\b) - sp\c) + sp3(d)] + JVx(0)y(0). (7.30c) 

Matrixelementss representing interactions expressed by a hamiltonian H are given by 

<a2i)hybi#l(f2j)hyb>> = + M2<(f2 i)vac l / /I(f2j)vac> + Ar 2<(f 2 i )p t | ^ ( f 2 j )p t> , ( 7 . 3 1 ) 

withh /, j = x, y, or z, in an approximation which neglects overlap energies of order 

MAk(f2i)vacl#l(f2j)pt>> between platinum and vacancy orbitals. The approximation implies the 

platinumm and neighbor silicon atoms to be independent non-bonded entities and may be considered 

ass quite drastic. Upon evaluation of matrixelements in (7.31) one finds all matrixelements for the 

vacancyy orbitals to vanish. In detail, <(/2i)vacl#K?2j)vac> = 0 for tetragonal field Hie = Jtó(2/3 - Lz), 

orthorhombicc field Hm = A<x(L? - Ly
2), and the orbital angular momentum operators L*, Ly, and Lz. 

Examinationn reveals that the result follows from cancellation between various contributions for 
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thesee <111> directed orbitals adopted in cubic symmetry. It leads to the remarkable conclusion that 

thee vacancy orbitals do not play a role in this evaluation of the vacancy model, rather all energies 

andd wave functions depend on the platinum interactions. In the actual orthorhombic symmetry the 

danglingg bond orbitals will be tilted away from <111> directions and the vacancy contributions are 

noo longer strictly vanishing. The contribution can be included in the spin-orbit interaction by a term 

gLL = «A/2, with a small value for a. It is the distinguishing characteristic of the vacancy model that 

thee localization N2 on the platinum atom is small, ideally N2 ~ 0. In summary, therefore, the two 

termss on the right side of Eq. (7.31) are small and the two corrections to them, i.e., the overlap 

energyy between nearest-neighbor platinum and silicon atoms and the orbital momentum on the 

ligandss due to distortion, are ignored. In spite of its attractiveness, the vacancy model may suffer 

fromm inaccurate determination of the parameters. In the standard vacancy model N2<(t2i)pi\H\(t2j)pi> 

iss taken as the leading term. Matrixelements for the d orbitals on platinum are equal in magnitude 

too those for corresponding p states, used as basis states in the foregoing analysis, except for an 

oppositee sign. Within the vacancy model the matrixelements related to orbital magnetic energy in 

equationn (7.6) are obtained by taking gL=- N2. Restriction of the active region of the center to the 

platinumm atom only, requires re-evaluation of the expectation values of orbital angular momentum. 

Theree appear no changes in the pure spin contributions associated with operator 5. For the z 

directionn one obtains <JZ> = <L Z> +  <SZ>, with 

<L<L ZZ>>  = +  gL(- aa* + bb* + dd* - ee*), (7.32a) 

<5Z>> = + (l/2)(+ aa* + bb* - cc* - dd* - ee* +#"). (7.32b) 

Thesee expressions based on the vacancy model wave function replace equation (7.22) based on the 

spinn Hamiltonian formalism with pure p states. Using the expressions (7.32), and similar ones for 

thee x and y directions, gives results as illustrated by figure 7.6 for the AHW solution. It is 

concludedd from the result that due to the small value of g  ̂ the expectation value of orbital 
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momentumm nearly vanishes. The center behaves more typically as a pure spin center with a 

negativee <Jj> in all principal directions and g values close to ge. Actual g values calculated for the 

AHWW solution by gxx = - <p.x>l<J*>,  cyclic, are gxx - + 2.0120, gyy - + 1.9800, and ga = + 1.9156. 

Inn the AvO solution quite similar results are obtained though the presence of more orbital 

momentumm leads to larger deviations of the g values from ge. The calculated values are gxx = + 

1.2170,, gyy = + 1.2256, and g  ̂- + 1.3124. For both the AHW and AvO solutions the sign of the 

productt gwgyygzz is positive. 
[001]] [100] [010] [001] 

i—'—'—'—'—•—'—'—'—r r 

'' ' 
00 90 90 0 

Anglee (degrees) 

Fig.Fig. 7.6. Angular variation numerically computed for the x, y, and z components of the angular 

momentum,momentum, based on the vacancy model and using parameters of the AHW solution. 

7.99 Hyperfine interaction 

Inn the spectrum of platinum in silicon the hyperfine interaction with the isotope l95Pt, with 

thee nuclear spin / = 1/2 and natural abundance of 33.8 %, is well resolved. The interaction is 

includedd in the spin Hamiltonian by the energy term 

HH = A^SJ%+AyySyIy+AzzSJZ. (7.33) 
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Fromm the angular dependence of hyperfine structure the constants were determined as IAXXI = 

148X10"44 cm"1, Wyyl = 186x10"^ cm"1 and IAZZI = 127X10"4 cm"1, [7.13]. Hyperfine energies are 

givenn to first order by terms like Aeffmi, with for platinum m\ =  1/2. As in the experiment one 

cannott distinguish between the m\ - + 1/2 and m\ = - 1/2 levels, the sign of hyperfine interaction 

constantss is not known. 

Inn the analysis of hyperfine data, three contributions of this interaction of the magnetic 

nucleuss in the field of the electron are considered. One of them involves the electron orbital 

momentt and is of type LI . A second interaction is the direct dipole-dipole energy of electron and 

nuclearr spins, of type (I-r)(Sr). Finally, an S I type contact interaction is included. Although the 

wavee function itself, being essentially of d type, has no probability density on the site of the Pt 

nucleus,, this term is still required to account for polarization of inner core electrons in s states by 

thee existing spin. For this last term, the AHW expressions are given as 

Acon
xxx = Ac(2Mv-w2), (7.34a) 

AAconcon
yyyy=A=Acc(2uv(2uv + yv2), (7.34b) 

and d 

AAconcon
aa = Ac(l-2w2). (7.34c) 

Addingg the terms, the trace of the contact interaction becomes 

A™**A™**  + A^yy + v4con
zz = Ac( 1 - 2v? + 4uv). (7.35) 

This,, however, is a remarkable result as the change of contact energy by the ad hoc introduced 

interactionn «5(r)SI, is not expected to depend on the specific form of the wave function, represented 
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byy coefficients u, v, and w. On examination of the mathematical forms of Eqs 7.34a, b and c, one 

observess that the given expressions do not satisfy the required consistencies upon permutation of 

coordinatee axes, in the same way as observed for the g tensor expressions Eqs 7.9a, b, and c. 

Specifically,, change of the sign of wave function coefficient v by the transformation v' = - v, 

implyingg the interchange of JC and v axes, leads to the result A"00"™ = - Acon
yy and A,con

yy = - Acon
xx. 

Thee same sign change also occurs for the orbital and dipole-dipole formula. This implies that in the 

AHWW paper the analysis of hyperfine data has effectively been performed with opposite signs for 

thee two perpendicular parameters Axx and Ayy. Upon change of sign for Acon
xx, the trace of the 

contactt interaction tensor becomes 

Acon
xx+Acon

yy+Acon
zzz = Ac, (7.36) 

whichh is the more appealing model-independent result. Having adjusted the expressions to 

introducee the x «-* y consistency, still an inconsistency is left of the Adip formula with regard to the x 

«-»» z and y «-»• z permutations. This can be traced to be due to the use by AHW of an expression 

whichh deviates from the standard expression for dipole-dipole interaction [7.15]. For clarity, the 

expressionss used in the present analysis are as follows. For the contact interaction the sign of 

componentt Acon
xx is reversed, leading to 

Acon
xxx = + Acfw2 - 2KV), (7.37a) 

Acon
yyy = + Ac(v^ + 2KV), (7.37b) 

Acon
zzz = + AC(H2 + v2 - w1). (7.37c) 

Similarly,, for the orbital interaction the sign of component Aorb
xx is reversed yielding 
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A^A  ̂ = + 2<2.Pgiiu - v)w, (7.38a) 

Awb
xxx = + 2<2.Pgl{u + v)u>, (7.38b) 

AAotbotb
zzzz = -2PgL(u

2-v2). (7.38c) 

Forr the dipole-dipole interaction a more substantial change is introduced to eliminate all 

inconsistenciess upon the permutations of coordinate axis directions, with the result 

A^A^pp
xxxx = + (PN2/7)(6u2 + 2w* + 2uv - 3^l2.uw - 3V2.vw), (7.39a) 

A^yyA^yy = + (/W2/7)(6w2 + 2W2- 2uv - 2><2MW + 3V2.vw), (7.39b) 

A^A ẑzzz = + (PN2/l)(2u2 + 2v2 + W - 6V2.MW). (7.39c) 

Withh these expressions the experimental data on hyperfine interaction can be analyzed. A 

straightforwardd approach is to take the wave functions as determined by the analysis of the g 

tensor,, i.e., the coefficients u, v, and w from table 7.1, and solve the equations 7.37 to 7.39 linear in 

thee unknowns Ac, gu and #2. For the hyperfine constants Axx, Ayy, and A  ̂ all possible sign 

combinationss can be taken and eight solutions are obtained. It turns out that, neither for the AvO or 

AHWW set of parameters, a solution exists satisfying the requirements 0 < N2 < 1 and - 1 < gL < 0. 

Somee compromise appears to be necessary and can be found by treating the center as axial. In this 

approximationn v = 0 and coefficients u and w are taken from the solutions with 8  ̂ = 0. Putting 

furtherr gL = - N2 and taking P = 2(jJo)gtif£B/to<r~3> = 425x10"* cm-1 [7.6], one can solve the two 

linearr equations in the unknowns Ac and N2 for the experimental data An =  127X10"4 cm-1 and Ai 

==  167x10"^ cm"'. Both for the AvO and AHW sets of parameters two mathematically exact 

solutionss are found satisfying 0 < N2 < 1. These are given in table 7.2. In order to produce a 
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hyperfinee tensor of the lower orthorhombic symmetry one can take the liberty of changing the u, v 

andd w parameters. Starting from the axial symmetry, this procedure easily leads to several sets of 

parameterss exactly producing the experimental numbers. Some of the results are given in table 7.2, 

whichh includes as well the calculated components for corresponding g tensors. It can be concluded 

thatt the description is capable of providing exact matches to the experimental hyperfine interaction 

tensor.. However, it has required a deviation from the parameters found for the g tensor. Only for 

TableTable 7.2. Parameters for the analysis of the hyperfine interaction in the approximation of 

tetragonaltetragonal symmetry and for the true orthorhombic symmetry, corresponding to solutions 1 and 2 

ofof table 7.1. Components for the corresponding g tensors are also given. Parameters Ac, A^, Ayy, 

andand Azz are in units KX4 cm1. 

Solutionn 1/AvO Solution 2/AHW 

Tetragonall Rhombic Tetragonal Rhombic Tetragonal Rhombic Tetragonal Rhombic 

++ 0.864 

0 0 

-0.504 4 

-240 0 

++ 0.243 

++ 167 

++ 167 

++ 127 

-- 0.805 

-- 0.805 

-- 1.352 

++ 0.862 

++ 0.059 

-- 0.504 

-238 8 

++ 0.243 

++ 186 

++ 148 

++ 127 

-0.581 1 

-1.032 2 

-1.346 6 

++ 0.864 

0 0 

-- 0.503 

-1387 7 

++ 0.553 

++ 167 

++ 167 

-127 7 

-1.186 6 

-1.186 6 

-1.815 5 

++ 0.864 

++ 0.009 

-0.503 3 

-1387 7 

++ 0.553 

++ 186 

++ 148 

-127 7 

-1.149 9 

-1.222 2 

-1.815 5 

++ 0.997 

0 0 

++ 0.073 

-491 1 

++ 0.659 

++ 167 

++ 167 

++ 127 

++ 0.124 

++ 0.124 

-- 3.292 

++ 0.997 

++ 0.017 

++ 0.073 

-491 1 

++ 0.659 

++ 186 

++ 148 

++ 127 

++ 0.191 

++ 0.058 

-- 3.292 

++ 0.997 

0 0 

++ 0.073 

-753 3 

++ 0.664 

++ 167 

++ 167 

-127 7 

++ 0.125 

++ 0.125 

-- 3.302 

++ 0.997 

++ 0.012 

++ 0.073 

-753 3 

++ 0.664 

++ 186 

++ 148 

-127 7 

++ 0.170 

++ 0.080 

-- 3.302 

u u 

V V 

w w 

Ac c 

N-N-

A, , 

A A 

g*X X 

£yy y 

gzz z 

yy y 
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thee parameters presented in column 4 still a reasonable agreement with the actual g tensor exists. 

Thee simultaneous exact match to both g and A tensors with one set of parameters has not been 

achieved. . 

7.99 Conclusion 

Ann analysis has been presented of the Zeeman splitting and hyperfine interaction being the 

mostt prominent terms in the spin Hamiltonian of the substitutional platinum impurity in silicon. 

Thee electronic structure of the center has been examined in greater depth than before by explicitly 

consideringg angular and magnetic moments of states, with consequences for the signs of g values, 

andd by carrying out the analyses both by analytical and numerical methods on equal footing. Three 

setss of parameters were found to be in agreement with the experimental g tensor. The product of the 

threee principal g values depends on the model used in the analysis. The validity of the expression 

previouslyy used for the g tensor in axial symmetry was confirmed. As a specific verification, the 

internall consistency of the formula giving the components of g and A tensors upon permutation of 

coordinatee axis directions was examined and required changes were implemented. All of the 

conclusionss reported in the earlier paper by Ammerlaan and van Oosten [7.5] are confirmed to be 

valid.. In contrast, clear discrepancies exist with some of the conclusions presented in the paper by 

Anderson,, Ham, and Watkins [7.6]. The present analysis does not provide justification for the claim 

thatt the AHW solution with small localization on the platinum atom is the one with most physical 

reality.. The issues of controversy should form the subject of further fundamental investigations. 

Fromm the experiment, this could include the direct determination of signs of g values. From the 

theory,, the derivation of a very accurate wave function, including spin, could reliably describe the 

densityy distribution of spin and charge in the center. 
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Summary y 

Thee subject of this thesis is investigation into properties of the semiconductor silicon, in 

whichh electronically and/or optically active centers have been introduced. Though the main 

objectivee of the research is the promotion of fundamental knowledge of this prototype covalent 

semiconductingg material, the relevance of the results for application is omnipresent. This has been 

ann experimental physics study, carried out principally with the spectroscopical methods of 

photoluminescencee (PL) and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR). Additional techniques have 

beenn used for further characterization of samples, among others including X-ray diffraction, 

electronn microscopy in various forms (TEM, SEM), and secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). 

Thee spin-hamiltonian analysis of the substitutional negative platinum ion in silicon is of a more 

theoreticall nature. 

Inn this thesis three subject matters come up for discussion. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 deal with 

propertiess of small silicon particles with dimensions of some tens of nanometers. Subsequently, in 

thee chapters 4 and 5 research on light emission by silicon is reported. Finally, the chapters 5, 6, and 

77 are devoted to some specific properties of silicon when doped with the transition elements 

erbium,, gold, and platinum. The introduction of the subject of the thesis in more basic terms is the 

objectt in view in chapter 1, which at the same time illustrates the significance of these topics within 

thee more general field of silicon research. 

Severall ways were followed for the preparation of samples with dimensions in the range of 

nanometers.. Films were made by deposition on a substrate of silicon particles broken away from a 

siliconn target by argon sputtering. The most successful samples for our studies were obtained by 

powderingg bulk silicon by ball milling, followed by particle selection by centrifuging and 

sedimentation.. In a few cases comparative measurements were conducted on porous silicon 

preparedd by the standard technique of anodic etching. Particles as used have the typical sizes of 

somee tens of nanometers. With such sizes, we find ourselves in the transitional region between 

macroscopicc and mesoscopic physics in which the effects of size confinement are still quite small. 
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Thee applied techniques of high-resolution spectroscopy, both the PL and EPR, are, however, fully 

suitablee to provide the measurement data with adequate precision. Additional measurements, as 

mentioned,, were especially applied for the characterization of the nanosized material. For instance, 

thee X-ray diffraction gave the decisive information on crystallinity of the material. In the electron 

microscopyy the internal structure of the particles, uniform or with distinct regions, could be 

observed. . 

Chapterr 2 reports on the optical measurements by photoluminescence. For two distinct 

radiativee decay processes the energy of emitted light was determined in its dependence on the 

particlee size. An emission process from a deep to a shallow level near the valence band indicated a 

downwardd energy shift of states forming the valence band. In a second emission the decay energy 

releasedd upon recombination of excitons bound to dislocations is monitored. The observed increase 

off energy upon reduction of the size of nanoparticles demonstrates a widening of the band gap. 

Identicallyy prepared material was used for the experiments by electron spin resonance as reported 

inn chapter 3. In the selected n-type materials the spectrum of phosphorus donors is present in strong 

intensity.. The splitting into two lines in the spectrum following from hyperfine interaction of the 

boundd donor electron with the spin of the phosphorus nucleus is a quantitative measure for the 

localizationn of the electron on the donor site. This way, a quantitative observation is made on 

electronn distribution within the nanocrystal. Against initial intuitive expectations, the hyperfine 

interactionss turned out to be smaller in the nanocrystals compared to bulk values. An explanation of 

thee effect using the effective-mass theory revealed energy up-shift for conduction band states. A 

mutuallyy satisfactory consistency exists between valence band down-shift, conduction band up

shiftt and band gap widening. A semi-empirical formula for the energy effects is proposed. Size 

confinementt of electrons in crystals with nanometers dimensions can also lead to dramatic changes 

inn optical properties. Not only the band gap is enlarged up to the level of energies of visible light, 

thee transitions can as well become vertical in reciprocal space with an associated much larger 

transitionn probability. The unattractive properties of silicon when it comes to optical applications 

aree then eliminated. For our research, as reported in chapter 4, the nanocrystals as prepared by the 
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balll milling, centrifuging, and sedimentation method were embedded in a silicon film made by a 

sol-gell process. Upon excitation with ultraviolet light, photoluminescence is observed in the range 

off visible light, with the colors depending on parameters chosen for the sample preparation, such as 

temperaturee and time in thermal anneal treatments. Light emission is strong enough to be seen by 

thee naked eye. On the basis of systematic variation of production and anneal parameters it can be 

concludedd that the source region of the visible light is not the nanocrystals themselves, neither the 

sol-gell material, but rather the interface regions between these two major components. 

Ann essentially different solution in the quest for optical activation of silicon is by doping 

withh a suitable impurity. As is discussed in chapter 5, the rare-earth ion Er3* is a very attractive 

impurityy as the radiative transition from excited state 4Ii3/2 to groundstate \sn generates light with 

thee wave length of 1.54 urn This is the optimal wave length for long distance transport of data by 

glasss fibers, already applied to large scale. In order to improve efficiency, especially for room 

temperaturee operation, a better understanding of the fundamental processes of excitation, etc., is 

stilll of great interest. In our experiments we have used an unconventional geometry in which the 

erbiumm ions are excited by illumination on the back side of the substrate for the erbium doped layer. 

Thiss forces the excitation to travel over a distance of around 350 um before excitation energy can 

bee transferred to erbium ions. The two effects of reduction and of delay of luminescence were 

experimentallyy measured. The n-type layer created by the erbium donors is electrically separated 

fromm the p-type substrate by a p-n junction. Prior to the possibility of reaching the erbium ions for 

excitation,, this p-n junction must be neutralized, causing a delay in appearance of luminescence. A 

modell providing quantitative analysis was put forward. The model confirms the role of excitons as 

carrierss of excitation energy. 

Controversiess concerning the electronic structure of the important dopant atom gold 

continuee to exist, in spite of the availability of massive data from highly qualified research. In our 

experiments,, as described in chapter 6, a well-known relation exists on the formation of gold 

centerss and equivalent platinum counterparts, allowing to transfer knowledge between these two 

impurities.. In the experiments we used the radioactive 195Au isotope which decays with a half life 
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off 183 days into stable 195Pt. Due to the presence of iron in the samples in actual practice the 

radioactivee conversion of 195AuFe into 195PtFe complexes has been monitored. Both centers are 

unambiguouslyy identifiable in magnetic resonance by their specific spectrum. In the experiments it 

iss established that both complexes have an equal trigonal geometrical structure, confirming that 

recoill energies in the nuclear decay process do not induce atomic displacements. Small deviations 

ass observed from the nuclear lifetime are ascribed to change of the Fermi level in the samples 

accompanyingg the conversion of centers. From accurate measurement of the hyperfine interaction 

inn both radioactive 195AuFe and natural i97AuFe complexes it could be concluded that the hyperfine 

anomalyy between these two gold isotopes is less than 1%. Our research formed part of a 

collaborationn within CERN ISOLDE. Results were compared with those of partner groups who 

carriedd out photoluminescence (PL) and deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) in identical 

samples. . 

Finally,, in chapter 7 an analysis is presented of the Zeeman splitting tensor, the g tensor, of 

thee substitutional negative platinum ion in silicon. In the analysis the wave functions are a 

hybridizedd form of 5d orbitals on the platinum with 3 s and 3p orbitals on the nearest-neighbor 

siliconn atoms. The relevant energies in the calculation are the crystal fields representing the 

orthorhombicc center and spin-orbit interaction. The magnetic energies of the orbital angular 

momentaa and of spin responsible for the splitting of the Kramers doublets are included as well. In 

thee analytical solution these latter energies are considered to be small and their effect is treated by 

perturbationn methods. In addition to this more traditional method, calculations have been performed 

inn a fully numerical scheme. The hamiltonian in this case includes all mentioned interactions 

simultaneouslyy and avoids complications due to degeneracy altogether. By the analysis the 

characterizationn of the platinum impurity in terms of the more fundamental physical parameters is 

achieved. . 
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Hett onderwerp van dit proefschrift is onderzoek naar de eigenschappen van silicium waarin 

elektronischee centra zijn aangebracht. Alhoewel het onderzoek primair gericht is op verrijking van 

dee fundamentele kennis van deze prominente halfgeleider is het belang ervan voor de toepassing 

steedss aanwezig. Het betreft experimenteel fysisch onderzoek, in hoofdzaak uitgevoerd met de 

spectroscopischee methoden van fotoluminescentie (PL) en elektron paramagnetische resonantie 

(EPR).. Voor een verdergaande karakterisering van de gebruikte preparaten zijn metingen verricht 

mett onder meer röntgenverstrooiing, elektronen microscopie in diverse uitvoeringsvormen en 

secundaire-ionenn massa spectrometrie. De analyse van de spin-hamiltoniaan van platina in silicium 

draagtt een meer theoretisch karakter. 

Inn het proefschrift komen drie thema's aan de orde. De hoofdstukken 2, 3 en 4 handelen 

overr eigenschappen van silicium in de vorm van deeltjes met de afmetingen van enige tientallen 

nanometers.. Aansluitend wordt in de hoofdstukken 4 en 5 onderzoek beschreven aan de emissie 

vann licht door silicium. Tenslotte zijn de hoofdstukken 5, 6 en 7 gewijd aan specifieke 

eigenschappenn van silicium verkregen door dotering met de overgangsmetalen erbium, goud en 

platina.. Hoofdstuk 1 is een inleiding in deze onderzoeksprojecten, waarin beoogd wordt in meer 

eenvoudigee termen de specifieke studies bespreekbaar te maken en ook de onderwerpen te plaatsen 

inn het meer algemene vakgebied. 

Tenn behoeve van het onderzoek aan silicium met afmetingen in het nanometer gebied zijn 

verschillendee wegen voor de vervaardiging van zulke preparaten gevolgd. Er is gebruik gemaakt 

vann films verkregen door depositie van silicium losgemaakt uit een trefplaat door sputtering. De 

meestt succesvolle preparaten zijn verkregen door het verpoederen van silicium door kogelmalen, 

gevolgdd door centrifugering en sedimentatie. In een aantal gevallen zijn vergelijkende metingen 

uitgevoerdd aan poreus silicium vervaardigd in een proces van anodisch etsen van silicium. Met de 

typischee afmetingen van de door ons gemaakte deeltjes bevinden we ons in het overgangsgebied 

vann macroscopische naar mesoscopische fysica. De effecten van opsluiting van de elektronen in 
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eenn klein volume zijn nog tamelijk gering. De toegepaste spectroscopie met hoog oplossend 

vermogen,, PL en EPR, is echter zeer geschikt om hier voldoend nauwkeurige waarnemingen aan te 

verrichten.. Speciaal voor de nanomaterialen zijn de aanvullende metingen voor karakterisering 

gebruikt.. Bijvoorbeeld de röntgenverstrooiing om vast te stellen of het nanomateriaal kristallijn is. 

Dee elektronen microscopie geeft uitsluitsel over de afmetingen en de interne samenstelling, 

homogeenn dan wel gestructureerd opgebouwd uit componenten, van de partikeltjes. 

Inn hoofdstuk 2 staan de optische metingen van fotoluminescentie beschreven. Van twee de-

excitatiee processen werd de energie van het uitgestraalde licht in afhankelijkheid van de deeltjes 

groottee bepaald. Het proces warbij een elektron vervalt uit een diep niveau naar een toestand dicht 

bijj de valentieband geeft een neerwaartse verschuiving van de valentieband energieën te zien. In 

eenn tweede proces is de vervalsenergie gemeten bij de recombinatie van excitonen gebonden aan 

dislocatiess in het silicium. De toename van energie bij afnemende deeltjes diameter demonstreert 

eenn verbreding van de bandafstand in silicium. Het zelfde materiaal is gebruikt voor de elektron 

spinn resonantie experimenten die in hoofdstuk 3 aan de orde komen. Het gekozen silicium heeft n-

typee geleiding en vertoont het kenmerkende spectrum van de fosfor donors. De splitsing in het 

spectrumm als gevolg van hyperfijn wisselwerking van gebonden donor elektronen met de kernspin 

vann het fosfor is een directe kwantitatieve maat voor de lokalisatie van het elektron op de donor 

positie.. Tegen de aanvankelijke intuïtieve verwachting in blijkt voor kleine kristallen de hyperfijn 

interactiee minder sterk te zijn. Een sluitende verklaring kon worden opgesteld door de effectieve-

massaa theorie toe te passen. Hieruit werd de opwaartse verschuiving van de geleidingsband 

vastgesteld.. De energie effecten op valentieband, geleidingsband en van de totale bandafstand zijn 

inn onderling goede overeenstemming. Voor alle verschuivingen werd een empirische formule 

opgesteld.. De opsluiting van elektronen in silicium met nano afmetingen leidt ook tot spectaculaire 

veranderingenn in de optische eigenschappen. Niet alleen wordt de band afstand groter en kan de 

energieënn van zichtbaar licht gaan omvatten, ook wordt de overgang van geleidings naar valentie 

bandd verticaal in de reciproke ruimte en verkrijgt daarmee een zeer veel grotere overgangs 

waarschijnlijkheid.. De van nature onaantrekkelijke eigenschappen van silicium als optisch 
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materiaall worden hiermee weggenomen. In ons onderzoek, zoals gerapporteerd in hoofdstuk 4, zijn 

dee nanokristallen gefabriceerd met het proces van kogelmalen, centrifugering en sedimentatie 

ingebedd in een silicium film gemaakt volgens een sol-gel proces. Het aanslaan van de elektronen in 

dezee films met ultraviolet licht geeft luminescentie te zien in het zichtbare gebied, bij verschillende 

kleurenn afhankelijk van karakteriserende parameters, zoals toegepaste thermische herstel 

behandelingen.. De emissie is voldoende sterk voor waarneming met het blote oog. Het onderzoek 

leidtt tot de conclusie dat de zichtbare straling niet wordt opgewekt in de nanokristallen zelf, ook 

niett in het sol-gel materiaal, maar in het grensgebied tussen deze twee componenten. 

Lichtt emissie vormt de brug naar hoofdstuk 5 waarin dotering van silicium met erbium 

atomenn gebruikt wordt voor de activering van silicium als een optisch interessant materiaal. Het 

zeldzame-aardd ion Er3* is een zeer geschikte verontreiniging omdat de overgang van de 4hm 

aangeslagenn toestand naar grondtoestand 4115/2 licht produceert met de voor toepassing ideale 

golflengtee van 1,54 um. Meer inzicht in de manier waarop de erbium ionen kunnen worden 

aangeslagen,, in foto of elektro luminescentie, is van groot belang. In ons onderzoek is de 

ongebruikelijkee methode gevolgd excitatie tot stand te brengen door in te stralen op de achterzijde 

vann het substraat van een erbium gedoteerde laag. Dit dwingt de excitatie een afstand van circa 350 

|xmm te overbruggen alvorens tot overdracht van energie naar het erbium ion te komen. De beide 

effectenn van vertraging en verlaging van luminescentie werden experimenteel gemeten. Alvorens 

tott erbium excitatie te komen dient de p-n overgang die het p-type substraat scheidt van de n-type 

laagg met erbium donors te worden geneutraliseerd. Een kwantitatieve analyse werd uitgevoerd. Het 

bevestigtt een model waarin diffunderende excitonen de mobiele dragers van excitatie energie zijn. 

Inn weerwil van de beschikbaarheid van veel resultaten uit hoogwaardig onderzoek zijn de 

standpuntenn omtrent de elektronische structuur van de belangrijke doteerstoffen goud en platina 

vaakk controversieel. In het door ons verrichte onderzoek, beschreven in hoofdstuk 6, wordt een 

verbandd gelegd tussen goud en platina centra waardoor een uitwisseling van kennis tussen goud en 

platinaa mogelijk wordt. We gebruikten de radioactieve isotoop 195Au die met een halfwaardetijd 

vann 183 dagen vervalt in stabiel 195Pt. Door de aanwezigheid van ijzer in de preparaten is het 
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onderzoekk feitelijk uitgevoerd aan de radioactieve conversie van AuFe complexen naar PtFe 

complexen.. Beide centra zijn in magnetische resonantie aan de hand van het spectrum 

ondubbelzinnigg identificeerbaar. De terugstoot energieën in dit vervalsproces zijn klein. Het 

experimentt bevestigt dat de geometrische structuren gelijk blijven. Geringe afwijkingen van de 

nucleairee halveringstijd werden toegeschreven aan verschuiving van het Fermi niveau in de 

preparatenn tijdens de conversie. Nauwkeurige meting van de hyperfijn wisselwerking in de 195AuFe 

complexenn geeft aan dat de hyperfijn anomalie ten opzichte van de stabiele isotoop 197Au zeer 

geringg is. Ons onderzoek maakte deel uit van een samenwerkingsproject in CERN ISOLDE 

verband.. In andere deelnemende groepen is fotoluminescentie (PL) en deep-level transient 

spectroscopyy (DLTS) als onderzoek methode in identieke preparaten toegepast. 

Inn hoofdstuk 7 ten slotte wordt een analyse gepresenteerd van de Zeeman splitsings tensor 

vann substitutioneel platina in silicium. De golffuncties worden geschreven als een gehybridiseerde 

vormm van 5d orbitals op het platina en 3s en 3p orbitals op de omringende silicium atomen. Als 

relevantee energieën zijn de kristalvelden in dit orthorhombische centrum en de spin-baan 

wisselwerkingg in de berekening opgenomen. Uiteraard zijn hieraan de magnetische energieën van 

dee baanmomenten en van spin die tot opsplitsing van de Kramers doubletten leiden toegevoegd. In 

dee algebraïsche analyse zijn deze laatste energieën als zijnde klein ingevoerd en door middel van 

storingsrekeningg behandeld. Parallel aan deze meer klassieke methode zijn volledig numerieke 

berekeningenn uitgevoerd. In de gebruikte hamiltoniaan zijn alle genoemde interacties tegeüjk 

opgenomenn en worden complicaties als gevolg van ontaarding geheel voorkomen. De resultaten 

leidenn tot een diepere elektronische karakterisering van het platina centrum. 
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